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PADUCAH, KY., SUNDAY' MORNING, JANUARY 20. 1907

TWENTY-FIVE KILLED AND
IN SERIOUS
THREE BODIES CREMATED

irri11ic Slot 8eeus Over Col il
Telegraph and Telephone Wires Down In This Section
And Paducah Nearly Cut Ott From Communication
With Balance of Wirld---Reportc Show The
Rain Falls In Deluge Everywhere

t VOL.f23, NUMBER 229

TROUBLE NOW

PAY BILLS AT
THE OFFICE

Queen City Special on Big Four Railroad Crashes
Into Freight at Fowler, Mo. While Running
At Very High Rate of Speed

•

ONE SCRAPPER KNOCKED
OTHER IN RIVER TWICE

Chicago, Jan. lg.—Passenger train division headquarters at Kasukakee,
No. 38, east-bound, on the Big Four
714FT;72111 railroad, collided head on with westOLD TELEPHONE COMPANY tdund freght train No. 85, at Fowler.
SURVIVORS AT KANKAKEE.
WILL ADOPT WATER COMInd_ a small town twenty-eight miles
- --REV. T. B. ROUSE REPORTS
PANY'S IDEA IN MARCH.
west of Lafayette, Ind., at about 2:30 Seven Reach Illinois Town, One DyTHE SUSPECTED THEFT OF
ollock this morning, killing and ining While En Route.
HIS HORSE.
jqing a number of persons, variously
Kankakee, Ill., Jan. lg.—Seven stirestitnated from twelve to twenty-five. vivdrs of the Big Four wreck at FowThe passenger train, which left ler were brought here in the private
Chicago at •11:30 o'clock last night, car of Vice-President Schaff. With Uniforms Have Arrived For the Newt
Patrolmen Who Don Them Towig known as the "Queen City !them was the body of John Schannon
The terrific storm which passed on back here. getting over at 5 o'clock
evening.
day—Mrs. Sweeney Drunk.
portion
'
Special," and consisted of a combine- of Williamsvort, Lod., who died on
ever the central and eastern
The weather bureau at Washington,
baggage
and
day coach, three the way here: It was said that possiof the United States yesterday did D. C.. sent out bulletins yesterday H. WELL & SONS HAVE STARTping cars and the pr sate car of bly twenty-five persons were burned
ED THEIR DISTILLERY
not forget Paducah and surrounding that the river would come to 44 feet
()scar Baskpitt was arrested YesterF. Schaff, vice-president of the in the wreck. The conductor and
THAT RUNS UNTIL JUNE
country in is ravages, and the wind at Paducah, judging front present cirday
on the 'cliargeof obta ning money
roi&l.
baggageman of the passenger traiii
by false pretensee by taking the fivera• awful everywhere. Telegraphic cumstances. This was before the
' At Hight Rate of Speed.
are
missing.
atorm swept over the country.
The train was running at the rate
cisipatchtes such at could be gotten
The engineer of the freight tra n coat 3f Emery Harper and selling it
Mr. Henry Arens Has Shipped His of fifty miles an hour when the ac- told
to 'key Ackerman, the second hand
and
telegraph
telephone,
passengers that his train had
that
show
Farmers Floe From Homes.
Equipment to Memphis Which
dealer
of Kentucky avenue between
cident
occurred,
and
the
force of the clear track, according to orders, and
railroad wires were tern down over
Booneville. lud.. Jan. to—The flood
Will be Headquarters.
&con
I
colliacm
and Third stresna for seventywas
so
great
that
the
tender
that
the
passenger
train was going at
the conntry everywhere. and the busi- in this section is now worse than
five cents.
of elle passenger engine Was driven the rate of fifty miles an
He was arrested by
serious
a
in
concerns
hour
is
when
of these
lot
ever Thousands of acres are subOttic/ra
Johnson
and Cross who
the
entire
length
of
the
combination
the
collison
took place.
Condition of chaos, while the rain fell merged, and those fartnera from the
locked him op.
Mgr. Joynee of the old telephone call in which were a number of pasFollowing
occurring
is'
a
partial
waterapouts
list
of
dead
lonlanda who reached itooneville toin sheet,.
Bak-,r is a well known character',
sengers, estimated at from fifteen to and injured:
at many places and the &hist being duit reported that they Weft compell- company. announces that he is now twenty-five.
having been aerested a ntunber of
All
the
dead
and
injured
Dead:
arranging
to inaugurate the system
genetat.
ed to wade in water neck deep. Coal
were taken from thc wreckage of this
JOHN SCHANNON. Williams- times by the. police department, but
The wind broke loose in its fury mine* still remain closed. Rural route of telephone patrons coming to the
this is the moat serious trouble he
car,
none
of
the
passengers
'n
the
last
port,
not
Ind.ahont e o'clock bete and did
nen were unable to make their route; effice the first of each month and payha. been into Emery Harper claims
sl
ra
having
been
hurt
FIREMAN, name unknoen.
long in that terrific form. hut blew today.
that
he entered the Elrod saloon mf
in
their
bills,
for
done
after
been
ing
has
as
the
collision
the
wreckseveral
Injured
at Kankakee.
titeadily and very strong for
south Seconlil Street and hung up his
caught fire from the engine coati,
waterworks,
years
by
the
gas
C.
and
L.
Barnes,
Cincinnati,
boar,. thereby evidencing that a good
several
Cairo in Bad.
overcoat, which was shortly thereand all the coaches except the private bru:ses.
pertion of the tail-end touched this
Cairo. Ill., Jan. to—That a flood is electric light companies. Ile has been
car
of
Vicc-Preiident Schaff were de
he
missing.
M. A. Greton, New York City, after discovered to
'eternity. The wires of the East Ten- irevitable for this ticinity *as made working on the new idea for some
Harper located the garment at the
strayed.
burns.
-neater and also „ Home Teleelv'm apparent today when Observer P H.
week, and will not hate things ready
Ackerman establishment where the _
Paul D. Harris. an attorney of •Minor Griffin, Shelbyville.
companies out oi this city were down Smith, of the local weather bureau.
Ind.,
proprietor
Cago.
identified Baker as the
who
was
its
ler
until
March,
use
en
which
will
route to severely bruised.
end it was with great effort that long predicted that the river would' reach
who brought it in. and cldicnit*
Florida.
was,
so
first
,far
as
month
petunia
the
are
known,
be
the
the
to
gotten
c•uinectionii
were
Walter
B.
Harris. Indianapolis,
distance
a stage of forty-eight feet here and
belongc.d to him, sold the coat lot
aiet plate. Reports over thoet ser- p.obably righter. Forty-five feet is required to conic to the °Bice tied only person to escape from the com- both legs mangled.
seventy-five
bination
cents.
car.
instead
of
up,
company
He
pay
the
havreached
Lafayette
distance
long
L
the
F. Lang. Chicago. back hurt and
slceable stated that
the danger or flood stagi. This will
on another train and reported that leg injured,
not serious
w'res were dons in many places. , 2iit the river at least three feet over ing to send out men to make the
Knocked In River Twice,
If W. Lynch. Chicago. leg broken.
The Western Union telegraph office the hank and flood a large territory reonthly collections. There still not the dead and injured, as fast as they
Will Kramer, white, was arrested
ems prat-201'11y put out of business across the river in Missouri At Bird's be any discount made like the light were drawn from the wreckage, were back bruised, internal injuries: will
by Officers John-on ant? Cross yes.bete, as every wire went down with- Point, the lowest part of the levee is company. because, Manager Joyses placed in the first sleeper—the Cin- probably recover.
F. Wt Tripp. Indianpolia. eng neer tcrday on the charge of beating. and
eseeption of one patched up for Cairo. only at a forty-seven feet stage. sky.s. the telephone people are giving cinnati sleeper. This car caught fire
abusing Johu Wright. on the. lonww;tr
w
giving cittnnettions with St. Louts, When the river gets that high it will she lowest rate they think possible
bnat Russeil Lord, while this craft
e next coach, t e ndiane
drowned
which is the only city that can be run over the railroad embankment eitiv, therefore they cannot afford to
pool beside track,
was lying ;11 the Paducah harbor. The
r
make
discount.
The
any
tire
also
spread to this ditiona serious
reached at present out of here. The and flood the greater part of Missia-il
two got into a fight aboard the craftdiINVMOMIN1M
nd it became necessary to again
Preitat telegraph peace had only - a sippi county. ThOusands of acres of
Pullman's Burn.
Distillery Started.
er the dead and injured. this
wire ..r Lion, while every single wire corn will be destroyed.
Cin: nnati, 0., Jan. 19.—At the Big and Wright claims that Krammer hit
The rainfall
him
hard that he was knocked
Mr. Adolph Weil. of the If. Weil
to Vice -President Schaff's privof the N.. C. & Se. 1.., was down out ties month has been exceptionally
clear
overboard and into the river
eatablishment
Sons'
&
started
,
has
et, in which they were taken to
his
o: here. A round-about message re- high. Every day, except one, rain has
(Ceseissed es Fine WOO
where be floundered around. getting
er!ved by the local office of this road faIlen and the total is nearly eight distillery in Mechanicsburg and will
out with much trouble. Wright went
continue running ateadily until the
said an awful storm. accompanied by inches.
back onto 'the boat and )(rammer
last of June. according to present cal,
huge rainfall, visited all of Western
then knocked him overboard fcrt-TUIr
Tennessee and Kentucky and wrought
Pittsburg, Jan., 10—Reports koala culations. but if the business demand,
second time. The victim was sucgreat havoc. especiaHy with the L. up-river points are that the Water is continuation of operations the plant
cessful this time in getting out also,
•N. wires which were laid flat With felling The-trest of the flood is ex- will run until they have sufficient
hut
d d not venture back on thft
ahead.
noistock
are
roads
two
*teal efforts the
pected to reach this city tomorrow
craft.
All distilleries run about tie months
sing their train'. The Illinois Cen- meriting. At Greensburg tonight the
IR*"
tral is suffering greatly also, as its water fell three feet in one hour. A in the year. get a large supply of
•
Horne Missing.
vs!res went the same as the other statement was issued by the weather goods and close down for the balance M4,, LIIMORA DOOLEY.
FORMERLY
MISS LENORA WOOD, OF
Rev. T. B. Rouse of the Lone Oak
of the year. Mr. Weil closed down
and trans are ranning late on acHIS COUNTY, MARRIED HUSBAND WHO WOOED HER
BY
last summer and time „then has ensection of the county notified the
count of the poor telegraphic service
(Continued ,r1 Page Four.)
RRISPONDENCE, AND WHEN THEY GOT TO ST. LOUIS
tirely re-built his plant a* an expense
police deplaxtment that his fine horse
fo. dispatchers to work with.
HE BECAME SO HYSTERICAL SHE TRIED TO END HER
is missing from the stable on his
of many thousands of dollars. making
The storm broke many windows
XISTIENCE—WEDDINIG OCCURRED LAST TUESDAY
AT farm several miles from, the city. The
it one of the finest in the state. He
and downed SIIMMOUS trees around
HOME OF BROTHER-IN-LAW. DEPUTY SHERIFF CLARK
constructed a. warehouse thaf will
stolen.
the city yesterday afternoon. hut its
FORTSON, OF THIS COUNTYhold 2,800 barrels of liquor, while his
%
ft•ey was quickly spent. although folihatilling outfit is an unusually fine
Uniforms Are Here.
kwed by strong winds for hours
one. He will now run steadily until
The eniforme for use of the new
The .eaffifall was hard at first. but
Fillends in th' city and county morning's St. Louis Post-Dispatc members who were
June and turn out about eleven barsvasmodic after that.
h
added to the
wer
lhocked yesterday to learn that soeaks as follows regarding the inci- police lerce the first ,of this year have
'e's of tpiritt each 'day.
The Dick Fowler did not get back
arr.veil. The patrolmen will come out
the
y before' an attempt at seif- dent:
from Cairo last night 4eft account of
'Fearful
that
Moving to Memphis.
she
had
today in their new togs they will
having to tie up below here. because
made
a
misdes
lion was made in the Union
take in marrying,a man who wooed wear from _Row on. The uniforms
Mr. Henry Arene. of the new comof the wind. The steamboats and DAIRYMAN S. A. CROSS STRUCK
at Sr. Louis by Mr.. I.enora and won her
mission company he. organized, yes- dcp
by correspondence, Mrs. makeea K'nereppearance and will add
barges lying around here all tlAw
BY TRAIN AT MAYFIELD
y,
who until last Tuesday was Lenora Dooley of Heath, Ky.,
terday
took
the
all
office
equipment
out extra lines to hold them fast
YESTERDAY.
a materially to the looks of the departLenora Wood, daughter of Mr. bride _of a week, fled from her hits- mcnt.
ent of the building on Broadway near ?di
ashore, and no accidents or damage
Fourth street where he has been run- Jolt Wood. the well known farmer bang Friday at the Union station arid
lei- been discovered among them.
The reports show the rain fell in Mn. George Kolb Is Able to Sit Up ning a "bucket shop" for several years of
Mrs. Sweeney Drunk Again.
Palestine teetioe of the county. shrieking at the top of her voice tore
and shipped the outfit to :Memphis She s a bride of only a few days, at the bars of the closed train gate
deluge from everywhere, and this
For
the first time in several weclas
Daily Now—Wm. Rogers At
where he will maintain headquarters irai ng her husband. who wooed in an effort to get-through and end the police yesterday had to take
wean, more water lit the rivers. From
Point of Death.
for the newly organized concern. and on her through correspondence, her life beneath the wheels of a charge of aka. Sweeney. who has
yestesiday morning 'MOP husk last
Imo
which will continue the same charac- -am
•
• •m•m,..11MIMM•
evening the °hies resit haif a foot
om she had seen only a few' train. She was taught and held by teen en heel-, good behavior since
ter of business followed here. The eat, prior to the nuptials. Some un- Patrolman Warderuilii, wini-heard ler shortly before
here, aqd this_ morning .at 3 o'clock I
'Christmas holidays,
it 'Wsa, ii064,d)IF climbing the banks: It is 1110 creek the injuriee received city authorities the first of this year ace ntable foreboding, produced by scream that she Wished to kill Ikr- She could not resist the drink tempthe gauge ieggeiing past 38 feet. yetteelan mortling at it o'clock at decided that establishments of this na- hymerria. rendered her practically it- seq.. She was taken to the city hos- tation. however, any. longer and got
The rains were followed with a ig Mayfield by Dairyman S. A. Cross. ture should pay $2.000 annual rneni- responsible for some moments, and pittl. where she is under observation. bilin' drunk again yesterday. Officer
"Her. husband, John Dooley, of James Gray found her
decline in the.sthormometer. The will not prove fatal, though he was cipar license as a privilege to run, dt'ra this time she tried -4o end her
at Fifth and
predictions for Western Kentucky to- struck with gl-c•at force by the north- arta this being sitch an enormous iiume 'life,
ing great excitement at the Kiewa, Kan., accompanied hereto ithe Norton streets and sent the unfortunbound
passenger
which
train
arrived
lie WaS taking his bride ate woman
Arena closed up his place.
day arc rain, followed with clearing
nion station, which is crowded
to jail in the patrol wagon.
nd colder: brisk aouthirly winds. in Paducah at noon yesterday. Reat a hours with thousands of people. from her home in heath. Ky., to his
ports
this
morning from Mayfield
Exceedingly Dull.
'The same predictions is for Tennessee
•I
fie nervous state was brought on farm near Kiovra.
COME TOGETHER
The contractors report that it is tht gh fear that she had made a
while limier is predicted for Indiana were though Cross' injuries are ser"At the hospital Mrs. Dooley he
IN DENSE FOG.
ious, they will not prove fatal.
exceedingly dull at present. as not a mis e in marrying.
tid thidsbett.
came calm and apparently entirely
Cross
driving
was
milk
his
wagon
Cozen
new houses are going up anyThe flood situation over the counS.
Dooley •a very handsome rational. She told a Post-Dispatch
Dover, England, Jan. 10.—The Red
eiy continues serlotta, and more across the 'Brroadway track at May- where over the city and the bad sea- woman. thirty-eight years of age, and reporter that she could not explain
Star
Line steamer Vaderland. from
-t
field,
knowing
not
passenger
the
tran son is now on for the hotisc builders, known to hundreds of Paducahans.
tamer is hourly coming.
action except that she feared to New York for
Antwerp, collided
The transfer boat that carries trains was so close, when the engine crashed mho expect, showever, that things will Shelties resided in this county all her go further from the Kentucky hills, with
and
sank
the
Dundee steamer
into
the outfit. The dairyman was get lively in their line about the first
Iroptihnlettcs.ilfoottpprt for the 1111and last Tuesday was united in where she had lived the 3R years of Ni-sworth Castle four miles east
of the
ioTsC44tritl He Sere at 12:40 o'clock knocked out nith great force, while sof farch. From now until then' marriage to Mr. Dooley of.Kiowa, her life.
South froodwin lightship during tile
PutVoing St. Louis the vehicle WaA minced to kindling ahout everything done. in. their line Kalil, at the residence of her sister. ."'I was filled with a dark fore- night.
Yeatar
pa
ger union. but on account of wood. The horse was caught by the is Work inside. houses, no new struc- Mrsa Clark Fortson, wife of the well boding when we- reached the
So far as is known, only' three
Union
the boat crashing into and breaking pilot of the engine and carried sev- tures of any consequence being start: knoWn deputy in Sheriff John Ogil- station Friday,' she said. 'An
uncle members of the Naworth Castle's
sollneAvithillt Aabisr at Brookport, she eral hundred yards before the train ed on account of the bad weather.
vie'ioffice in -the city on South Fourth of mine who lives near Mc. Dooley crew of twenty are missing.
could not land, fo the outgoing pas- sotild.he beought.0 a. atepdstill. The
st-e4t. After the ceremony the couple brought about our correspondence,
The Vallerland's bow is damaged
REPORTED CUTTING
sengees were transferred to the bank animal was killed outright.
'rcnrined in the county a few days which led to our marriage last week. below the water line
and her forewhere they remained utitil the incomAFFRAY LAST NIGHT and then Friday left for their future I thought I had made a mistake to
Ailing People.
go deck is full of water, but the bulking 3 p. in. train Arrived from St.
Mrs, George C. K,)tb is now able
ho
in Kansas. It seems that Mrs. assay with a man I hardly knew and load remain cl tight. so that there
teelie This 3 p. m. train was turned to sa up daily in bed.
Rumors of a cutting affray in which Do cy brooded over the nuptials en begged him to take me back. lie was teas no danger of the'
ship sinking.
back to take the place of the outMr. Wine Rogers. is at the point of a well-known young man was ser- ro4 to St. Louis, and had worked very kind. But I grew hysterical and
The news of the accident reached'
going 12:40 p. m. passenger that could death in Denver, Colo., where he has iously slashed, were rife last night: het If up' to a hysterical pitch by walked into the Midway intending
to here in a wireless message front
not be gotten off the transfer boat be- been for his health, being a victim of but nothing definite could be learned. 114 / time the train rolled into the kill myself. My husband is so gooit St101i Goodwin.
A dense fog pree
ceuee of the inability to land. The coarmption. He is the son of the late The rutting was .said . to have oc- Litaiin station and they got off to and I now want to go on with
him." viiled in the channel all night long.
c cars. It was then that she
"Dooley is eo years old and- owns bet it cleared away when daylight
a •• I2:40 p. ne train was then loaded with Peter Rogers. grocer. who died of ,curred in Mechanicsburg at a late
She incoming ppsscugets ind brieutte that disease.
to end her life, and yesterday sots acres of land.4
tr
hour.
came.
..•
-•

CONDITIONS QUITE SERIOUS
ALL OVER THE COUNTRY

r

TRAIN HIT •
DAIRY WAGON

It

•
V.

'

PATRONS WILL RAVE TO
PAY' HILLS AT OFFICE

B DE OF ONLY FEW RAYS
TRIED TO END HER LIFE

4

OSCAR BAKER CHARGED WITH
SELLING ANOTHER'S
OVERCOAT.

A.'••

si.

1

•
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IFe Big White Carnival Sale
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Will Be Continued One Day

Friday morning was one of much 'inThe Woman's Club.
the
for
to the young ladies composing
membership
terest
1 he charter
oman's club closed during the -ses- this organization. The attendance was
-sion last Thursday afternoon at Grace very large and an entertaining report
'church parish kotiae. and now those made on "Current Topics" by Mrs.
affiliating hereafter will not have the Dr. Vernon Blythe.
posilege of being enrolled upon the
This week the metnbera will comchatter. The attnedance at this ses- plete the program and enter regularly
sion was one of the largest since org- upon the study of The Drama.
a • a
anization of the body some weeks
since, and during the assembly the Hutson-Mitchell.
tuinstes vere read and approved for
The past week fiends here received
cstry gathering conducted since in- invitations announcing that February
sitetion of the club. About fifteen la Miss Agnes Hutson and Mr. Nanew membeca were enrolled for the poleon Horace Mitchell of Macon
ebsrter list, and this feature then Ga., will he united in marriage.
closed.
The charming bride formerly lived
The ladies indulged in lengthy dis- in Paducah, being a daughter of the
enssion regarding the :coming appear- late W. W. Hutson, who during life,
ance of Professor S. H. Clark of was.a prom:nent drug drummer out of
Chicago. who comes here to delis er this city. She is a popular girl who
one of his celebrated readings, under often vi-ite the home of her tuicle,
eirection of the literary department Colonel MTHham A. Wickliffe of Third
ic.f the club. His rendition will be and Monroe streets.
from Stephen Phillips' "Ulysses" and
One of the rising and prominent
given the evening of March 30 at
young
business men of thatsSouthern
The Kentucky: Elaborate are the
fortunate groom who takes
city
is
the
arrangements being made for his relady for his life mate
tine
young
a
ception. and the play house %%sill be
B. Wilhelm captured the gift for hay- game was followed by a dainty lunch. ie an alcove prettily arranged with
Charming Evening.
orowded.
Farewell
Event
ing
of
the best composition, and by pop- Thise there were:
number
a
Very
happily
did
1 i MSC IleSt effects.
The different departments are out•••
A "farewell greeting" was tendered guests spend Wednesday evening at ular vote was accorded the handsome
Mrs. Gratz Brown Lindsay, of St.'
Ening their programme for work, reDaughters the residence of Mr and Mrs. U. L. mus.c book by Miss Newell.
by
the
evening
Wednesday
Louis;
Mrs.
Thomas
C.
Leech,
Mrs.
Per
January
Bride.
pots upon which were made during
of Rebekah to Mr. and Mrs. John M. Bearden of 6..a6 North Twelfth street,
The following evening the pupils N ictor Voris, Mrs. A. R. Meyers, Mrs. 1 At t o'clock tomorrow afternoon
the session. The philanthropic destreet, at which time that popular couple en- of Miss Newell entertained at the Hal Corbett, Mrs. Eli 'Boone, M. Mrs. Vernon Blythe of North Seventh
Ninth
South
Wilkins
of
09
partmetil is preparing for an "apron
as the following day this couple de- tertained complimentary to Mr. C. A. studio and a fine musical korogram Bartle Campbell, Mrs. John S. Bleeck- 'street will entertain with a luncheon
bazaar" that will be given Easter.
San Diego, Cal.. to make Blake, the sergeant in charge of the was rendered, no especial composer er. Mrs. Milton Cope. M rs, Armour in honer of Miss Martha Stewart
January 21 is the date for the next earted for
futive home.
United States army recruiting bureau being followed. In testing their abil- tiardenr, Mrs. John Keller, Mrs. L. Davis, who will be Married January
tiecting. the business session open- their
Mrs. Wilkins was one of the most maintained here.
Mei, I. . Wilcox.I ans to Mr. EdwardM
Amus ng games ity each student played from memory. A. Washington,D
/ing itn ngliurst.
ins. at .1:30 o'clock. and that under
highly esteemed members of the sec- and light refreshments were indulged using no notes or sheet music. Each Mrs. Robert Phillips. Moot. L. S. Levy, elle also cotnplimentary to Miss Ruth
the music.al department at 3 o'clock.
their
ret order, and about twenty of
• • •
in gleefully by the merry throng.
member brought two visitor, with N1rs. Clarence Sherrill, Mrs, Robert Weil who sho.rtly becomes the bride
friends swooped down upon the pair,
Kee% Ca. Ms.
r Louis Rieke. MIMI Eliza- of Mr. Edson Hart The guests will
Those there were Mr. and Mrs. them and a fine time was had.
Attractive Card Party.
tendering them a farewell event indi- George Meadows, Miss On Brenton.
be \fiasco Anna Rhea of Nashville.
The club meets at 415 o'clock the bath Sinnott.
Mr. James P. Smith of Fifth and
• is s
carve of the warm affection enter- Nfiss Ruby Cannada, Flossie Like.
II ' 7 vir: Rill] Wed, Kathleen Whitefield.
Washington streets het evening encoming Thursday afternoon w'th Miss
tained for the two.
Entre Nsus Club.
Mary Scott, Elizabeth Sinnott, MarAlma Armstrong, Sue Garvey, Edna Newell,
ttistained a number of friends at cards
The evening was most joyfully pass• ••
Only the club members and one Ilia Davis and Nlesdatiles Henry Rudy
Messrs.
Bow-.
Hays,
Miss
Randall;
at his home where several happy
refreshed at games and partaking of
t tiott)r were present at the Isiitre -John liV Scott amid Allen Ashcraft.
hours were whiled away.
land. Tyler White, Mr. Porter, Mr. Carpe Diem Club,
ments, the throng on departing wiahMiss Elizabeth Sinnott of North
Mrs. Frank Rieke *on the ladies'
Sergeant
Smith, Edward 'Hays and
Miss M.iggie 1.ydon of South Tenth NaU4 club meeting Friday afternoon
ing the pair a happy and successful
with me ss Moe Owen of Jeffesor Ninth will enter;aia at tea Thursday
first prize of a gold headed umbrella.
Blake.
club
Diem
entertain
The
Carpe
will
career in their western home.
• • •
street. and it was a delightful gather- afternoon at 4 o'clock complimentary
sitSle the first gift for the gentleThursday evening
• • •
inn of the yonne ladies.
S'S
to Miss Davis and her bridal party.
man went to Me. Oscar L. Gregory,
Handsome
Affair.
Pleasant Reunion.
The new book and lace handker- It will be -limited to young ladies
it being a pearl handled umbrella
elabWoman's
club
is
making
The
Club,
Magazine
of
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Poynter
Linneuss Orme took the silver
The Magazine club meets with Mrs chief went to Miss Nell Holland as orly.
North Fourteenth street entertained orate arrangements for the appearjewel case as gift for the lady playMonday. Jmniary At. Mrs. Henry
Mardi
JO
ance
hcre
at
The
Kentucky
Hal
S. Corbett Thursday afternoon the'club prize and that for the lime
evening,
comw.th a reunion Monday
winner
band,
the
presenting
the
handing best at lone ham!, while Mr.
Rudy
entertains Miss Dasis and her
of
Professor
S.
H.
Clark,
of
the
Uniat her home on North Eighth, at
plimentary to Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
kerchief to Miss Florence Schneider. bridal party at luncheon.
Frank Rieke captured the gold fowlversity
of
Chicago.
He
is
one
of
the
presented
reports
will
he
time
which
Porter who have gone to Priest City,
•••
of Indianapolis. Ind., who is the guest
lain pen. Mr. Linens Orme took the
Idaho, whe-re Mr. Porter will occupy most magnetic, forceful and enterta n- from Scrap Book. Current I.iterature, of
Brooks.
Miss
dainty
Ethel
The
sox and 'glovesas booby prize. while
Handsome Cord Party.
reaponsible position with the 'Ayer- ing speakers of the entire country Every sodal's. Book lover. Meal:man,
lre. A. R Meyers took the pair of
Very attractive was the beautiful
and will be greeted by hundreds of Cosmopolitan, Century. The .kmeri- fan was taken bs Miss Manic Cobb
Lord Tie company.
hosiery as consolatilon.
as second gift
card
party given Friday esening by
the
Paducah
desiring
to
hear
people
householl
Evening
Among thdse at the
can. Arena and Saturday
The game Was followed by an at• %her the game a deliciona lunch 114- James P Smith at his home on
Philkips' Post.
and Mrs. Robert Tread- his lecture on Stephen
were
Mr.
••
•
tractive luncheon.
was indulged in by the guests, who Washington near Fifth street, the
• • •
Y.sy. Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Treadway, drama "Ulysses."
• • *
were Misses Florence Schneider. evening'being one of huge delight to
*
•
•
Mr. and Mrs. Porter. Mr. and Mrs.
Indian Card Party.
Memphis Dog Show.
Ethel Brooks. Mary Scott, Monima all.
Poynter and Mr. W. E. Lowery. A Matinee Musical.
An Indian card party. emblematic
MT and Mr*. C. M Budd of !SternS;opkins, Marjorie Bagby, Blanche
The charming home Was elegantly
The Matinee Musical club will meet of
sumptuous dining was served and the
the charactePaduke,"
was
a lots Tenn., are visiting in the city.
kVsedriesday afternoon at 3:3o o'clock of delightful entertainment accorded Hills, Francis Terrell. Snrah Sanders. arranged with a profuaitin of no! and
evening happily spent.
alai the former has the honor of
in Grace church parish house, at about fifty guests Friday ifte.rnoon turinne Winstead. Manie Cobh and white flowers. while American beau• •••
osining the fine canine that took secties adorned the festal table where
which t,me the Italian composers Ver- by Mrs. Dr. If. G. Reynolds at the I Mir Mae Wincead
•••
(0..1 prize in the big dog show given Flower CsmivaL
was served an elaborate eight (aurae
di
and
Scarlotti
will
he
tip
for
conKenand
home
on
Sixth
I. D. Wilcox
The member; of Padncah chapter.
r. cently in the Bluff City. There
luncheon. Gibson heads were wed
sideraz'on with a special subject on tucky avenue. The affair was in hon- Apron Baiair.
RevoluAmerican
of
the
Daughters
were t5o entries of the finest bred
An apron bazaar will be given by as tally cards, and during the game
"Music Among the Savage Nations." or of the hostess' sister. Mrs S. Engar,imals in the south, and only one tion. are gradually working omit the
the
Charity club January Xs but the Mrs. Frank Rieke captured the Gold
The leader for the afternoon is Mrs. lith of Louisville. and the Indian
teat that of the former Padocahan. elaborate details for their "Flower
have not yet decided at what handled silk parasol as gift
ledies
George
R.
Hart,
instead
of
Mrs.
for the
ideas were elaborate and very unique.
Mr. Budd's dog is of the Boston Carnival" that will be given at The
store
on
Broadway it will be given. lady. The lone hand
'prize went to
anti red were the predomiKentucky the first Friday of April .George B. Flournoy. who is out of
vatiety.
•••
Mrs. Linens One, it being a silver
nating floral decorations, white wigMr. Daniel Fitzpatrick • of this city the money derived to go to the inns the city.
• • •
Inform!
Afternoon
Tea.
ease, while the hosiery was
jewel
wams.
Indian
heads,
peace
pipes
aml
Vat: his fine dog entered in events out of which the ladies will erect a
Most charmingly did Mr'.J. F. taken as booby by Mrs. Alonzo R
dug-out canoes decorated the tally
took second prize. Ilia is an handsome drinking fountain on the Happy Surprise Party.
Miss Florence, the little daughter cards. The eouvenirs were Indian Baker eittertain at lea yeaterilly af- Meyers. The gold-handled silk umIrish bull dog.
poetoffice geonnds at Fifth and Broadof
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Senser. was 4olls representing squaws, braves and ternoon at her home on West Jeffer: brella for first gentleman's prize went
• • •
way.
the
recipient of a•charming surprise papooses, and also canoe's made of son street font, 3 imtil 4 o'clock, the to Mr. Ovrar I.. Gregory, the gold
Cotillion German.
Professor J. A. Mahler. the leading
party
tendered her Friday evening birch hark. A quotation from "Ma- occasion being tine of much delight fonntan pen to Mr. Frank Rieke fur
Cotill;on
The
club will cut r utin daneng master who is now here from
by
many
happy friends who assembled wetha" Was attached to each souvenir. I s the many there.
the best lone hand, while the boobs
ahe coming Wednesday evening with Si. Louis .and Texas. will direct the
Beautiful red was the color hue for of sox wen, to Mr. Linea. Orme.
Miss Claea Thompson captured the
a german .at The Palmer. It is a dancing featuree, and this is sufficient at her home. Ste) South Sixth street,
Those invited were Mr. and Mrs.
dance added to the original list of guarantee of their excellency .and unexpectedly. land caused a del- ght- first prize (modeling of an elegantly the decorations, and the hostess' was
six to given this winter by the point- beauty. There will be nine flower ful time to be spent at many games bland and illtiatrated volume of "Hia- assisted to receive by Mrs. W. B. Cook Husbands. Mn and Mrs. Harry
watha." while the second trophy of a M:114. Mrs fohn R. fsesitt. Mrs. Wil- 'McElwee. Mr. and Mrs. Frank Rieke.
hat club,
dances with sixteen to the dance, the and delicious refreshments.
• • *
silver
spoon with a brave's head for !:am J. Gilbert and Misses Margeret Dr. and Mrs. Frank Boyd, Mr.' anif
Those
there
were
Emma
Misses
*participant% ranging from three-yearPark. Minnie Ratcliffe. Nellie Kirk- Mrs. William B.
Delphic Club.
McPherson. Mr. and
old girls to young unatrons., who by Nickels. !Sterna Nickels. Ruth Sauer- handle was taken by NIrs. James C.
In touching "Here and There in their coatuniec, will represent the berg, Ina Williams. Laretta Wagner. Utterback as the second gift. Mrs. land and Edith Smith. latter of Hills- Mrs. Linens Orme Misses MythVenette Rittoff. Lihlie Helwig. Rita John S. Bleecker captured the "pipe torn, Ohio. Misses Elizabeth Kirk- Greer. Elizabeth Sinnott. and Messrs
feyille" during the Delphic club various flowera.
of peace- :is the consolation. Mrs. land, Elizabeth Boswell. Ellen Dos- Given Fowler, Gus Thompson. RichElecting Tnesday morning. at the liThere will also be a frog dance of Brooks, Clara Senser, Fannie Rittoff,
Erglish and Misc Virginia Kinney well and Cucia Powell served the ard Rinly and Oscar I.. Gregory
Ennis
brary building. Mrs. A. R Meyers
Renfro,
Fannie
Brooks,
Zulema
xteen small. boys in charge of -Mrs
•••
were
recipients of bunches of sweet dainty mints, ices and cakes in the a
N'opp,
referred in a most entertaining man- I. 0. Walker. while the lengthy prolaniantia Gideon an Masters
Oiling hall, which was a bower of Add
rer to "Alcasar. The Cathedral. Li- gram will include solo and fancy Cary Wicker, Wallace Will ante. Ed- violets.
flower carnival:
The dainty luncheon closing the af- heauty with its arrangement of smilax
berty and Cassa-de-Polatog." Mrs. dances and other features equally as die Senser, William Baidde. Walter
The matrons and the (lance: or
•
John G. Miller presented Bizet's
ternoon, was in course and very temp- and red carnations.
Varbles
Clifton
Varble,
Clark,
Norbert
I which they will hare charge are as
attractive.
Mance Clara Park and Letitia
ting.
•'Carmen." Rossint'e "Barber of SeThe chapter members arranging the Wallace Foster, Charles Smedley and
5**
Powell prealdell over the punch bowl
silk" and Mozart's "Don Juan."
Arthur
Jolly.
(Conti/nand on Pore Six.)
carnival 're:
• s *
•*
Weil-Hart
Nuptials.
I Mrs. M. B. Nash, Mrs. George C.
Unostentatious and quiet will he
Jackson-Powers..
'Thompson Mrs. I. 0. Walker, Mrs. Hotel Dance Series.
The guest of Hotel Craig of Fifth the wedding of Miss Ruth Weil and
l'sducah friends the past week re- Fannie Allard.. Mrs. Lloyd Boswell.
reived invitations announcing that Mrs. Armour Gardner. Mrs. Hubbard and Jefferson streets entertained a Mr. Edson }tart at o'clock Tuesday
January 31 Miss Mabel Jackson and Wells, Mrs. Charles Wheeler. Mrs. crowd of friends Tuesday evening afternoon at the home of the bride's
Dr. Henry H. Powers of Flint, Mich., Claude Russell, Mrs. Hal Walters. at another of the series of attractive sister. Mrs. Beti Weille of Eighth
Quit paying rent. Let us build the house; you pay for it as yog
will be united in marriage.
dances the hotel guests have been and Jefferson. The ceremony will
Mrs. Leslie Soule.
pay
rent. Vacant lots in all parts of the city. Nice lots on doe
be
performed
by
Rey.
W.
E.
Cave.
lTnusually bright and cultured is the
Congressman 011ie M. James of this giving this winter. Many were on D. D., of
proposed car eztetudoim en Broad to union depot and on Also
the
First
Presbyterian
beautiful bride, who became exceedthe
d
ning
room
floor for many hours
distrist has introduced and gotten
streets from Ilso to Imo each. Buy now on
installment
piss
ehtsrth. (and immediately following
ingly popular last winter when she,
passed by the national house of rep- whiling the time happily away.
while cheap. The is the highest ground in the city. Property b
the nuptials the couple have for a
viaited Misses Blanche Hills and Lil•* s
resentatives at Washington a special
anvancing rapidly.
soother n tour of several weeks.
lie Mae Winstead of this city. She
bill empowering the chapter ladies to "Dawn of The Drama.
-•••
a sweet, lovable young woman and
Miss Marjorie Scott of North
erect the costly fotintaat, and as a
Informal Card Party.
fister of Mr. Grover Jackson, of the
Ninth. entertains The Kalesophic :hits
evidence
of
their
appreciation
of
his
Mrs. Jean Morris informally enterN.. C. & St L. Paducah freight deINCORPORATED.
expeditions and successful handling Friday morning at to o'clock at which tained a few friends Friday afternoon
rt Meta
L Mira D. Sanders. Pres. and Mgr. Phone 763.
of the meausure. the Paducah ladies time the "Dawn of The Drama" will with cards at her home on
:Madison
be studieq. and Current Topics report- street and a
adopted
the
following
resolution.
pleasant time enjoyed.
Devis-Bringhurst Invitations.
ed on.
During the contest the prize of silk
The invitations have been issued for which was forwarded him:
•••
"Be it Resolved, by Chapter No.
hosiery went to Miss Lillian Hobthe imptials of Miss Martha Davis
P. D. C. Club.
son.
and Mr. Edward !filling Bringhurst 376 of Paducah, Ky., of the Daughters
is10011ii4.0* 4..ibHab14a0.1.1b0.1111416kIlthiiMPAtimoatigaigit
The P. D. C. dub will he enterThose around the tables were
ofsthis city, announcement of the ap- of the American Revolution that the
proaching ntarriage appeared 4everal thanks of this chapter be, and they tained Saturday by Mica Elizabeth Misses Lucia Powell, Lillie Mae Mcand Monroe street. Glathery, Marjorie Loving, Elizabeth
weeks since. The ceremony occurs are hereby extended to the Hon. Sebree of Fourth
* * *
Kitkland, Elizabeth Sebree. Elsie
at 9 o'clock the- evenilog of January 011ie M. James, member of congress
Mrs. Fowler's Guests,
Itodge, Lillian Hobson. Lticyette
29 at the Broadway Methodist from the First diatfct of Kentucky.
The F ve Hundred club will be en- Senile., Helen Powell, Nelia Hatfield
chnrch. Rev. W. T. Bolling, D. D., for his prompt and effieient ability
in securing the passage of a bill tertained Virednesday afternoon at the and Helen Hills.
officiating.
*•*
The nuptials will be quite an elab- through the lower house of congress, home of Ales. Saunders A. Fowler
granting to this chapter the privilege of West 'Broadway.
Five Hundred Club.
orate social event.
* *
of erecting a drinking fountain on
Attractive was the manner in which
the property of the United States at Crescendo Club.
Mrs. lien Weille entertained The Five
Entertain st Csrds.
The studio of Miss Virginia Newell Hundred club Wednesday afternoon
Mirs. Lawrence Dallam of Foent:7in Fifth and Broadway. in Paducah, Ky.
"Be :t Further. Resolved, That a at The Inn on North Sevcnth was the at her beautiful home on Eighth and
ayenue and Broadway will entertain
copy of these resolutions, duly'attest-' scene of an attarctive event Thin-s- Jefferson streets. Many of the ladies
at.cards Wednesday afternoon,
• *
ed by the regent and secretary. be for- day afternoon, at which time the were out, and the vacant seats at the'
Crescendo club gathered, and instead fisic tables wet'e filled by visitors atwarded to Me. James.
Erplesophic (70.
of having their tiaoal program, the •-indine. The club gift went to Mrs. !
"MATTIE BOONE. Regent.
,)!' The
members each presented papers show- Jon
-"Attest: •
h W. Keiler. while M'rs. Clar•
; 44
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ICalesophic club with Mrs. Marjorie
Mg "Why I Study *sic," miss .Ella Shertill took that lot the yioitor,
QtSofkl;isat,11 apd ItiOnrcie street EXLLY. KORIWA SC.Cretary..

Last
Chance

Last
Chance

Monday

5'

EVERY SPECIAL such as Damask,Napkins,Towels,Linens,Quilts,Sheets
MUSLIN UNDERWEAR,Laces, Embroideries, etc., will be gathered together as ONE BIG GENERAL DAY. Don't fail to come down Monday.
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WHY NOT OWN YOUR HOME

M'CRACKEN REAL ESTATE & MORTGAGE CO.

a..

) E.COULSON,

JUNK.,
Steam and Hot Water Heating.
Mole 133.

-s-

220 N. Third

1
1

•

„INswe's,„•vefr V

• TAKES COURSE AT. THE
JERUSALEM, THE
UNIVERSITY OF LEIPSIC
HOLY CITY
PROF. E. G. PAYNE OF THE PADUCAH HIGH SCHOOLS HAS
A
SEVERAL
ABOUT FINISHED ARRANGEMENTS FOR
YEARS' STAY ABROAD, DURING WHICH TIME HE PREPARES HIMSELF FOR UNIVERSITY WORK IN THIS COUNTRY—SCHOOL EXAMINATIONS COMMENCE TOMORROW.

RECTOR WRIGHT SPEAKS ON
" THIS TOMORROW EVENING AT MEETING.

m.amamma.001.mal

Holy Communion at Grace Church
:Right after the schools close here
The Paducah schools will at the
Friday on Account of "Feast
vlose of the present term lose one of next .Tune the professor goes to his
of St. Paul.
the most learned and valued attaches home at Glasgow for a visit, when
they have had for many years. in the he then proceeds to Saratoga. N. V.
person of Prof. E.. G. Payne. who has to attend :he national encampment of
"Jerusalem, the Holy City," will be
about completed all his arrangements the Knights Templar. who gather spoken
OD tomorrow evening at 730
for a two years' course at the Univer- there from over the United States and by Rector Dav
d Wright of Grace
open
session
Leipsic.
Germany.
their
July 9. From Sar- church at
sity of I.eipsic in
the weekly meeting of the
Ile sails from Boston during the lat- atoga he' will go to Niagara Falls. class for Bible
study and Sunday
ter part of the coning July and will Canada and other points, then over school teachers' training
at the
'be in Europe until he completes the to Boston. where he embarks.
church parish house. It is urged that
With hint he carries the best w'shes all interested
scourse, which ia a step preparatory
in either the study of
to university' work he will take tip on of everybody for his fuittre, in which the Bible or instruction
in Sunday
Paducah people are deeply interested. school
his return to the United States.
work join the force of one
progresunusually
Prof. Payne is an
hundred which has already affiliated
Commence.
E
•
%dye and brainy educator, to whose
and meets weekly at the parish house.
The semial examinations for It is interdenont national
untiring efforts is due much of the
and all wel-present excellent standard of the high the public schonifil commence tomor- comed to the ranks.
row
morning
and will be finished by
school department of this city. He
has been in charge of the high school Wednesday. It which time the buildGrate Episcopal.
for four years and has placed the ings are all d •miased and pupils sent
Thi• morning at 7:30 Oclock holy
home to remain until Friday. when communion will
work where ,t is now.
be held at Grace
The instructor has been teaching they return to get their cards, show- Episcopal church. while at 9:30 the
school for the past ten years. all of ing what percentage. they made dur- Sunday school worship occurs, and
it being in this state with the ex- ing the test, and whether it Was suf- at 10:43 a. m and 4:30 p. m. preachception of a short period he was sta- ficient for their promotion, whether ing is conducted by Rector Wright.
tioned at Dixon. Ill.. from which place they went in the next lower grade or
0 naccount of the "Feast of St.
Between Paul" holy communion will be held
be came to this city during tgo3. He remain where they were
graduated front the University of Wednesday and Friday tit teacher.' Friday morning at to:as o'clock
Chicago with the degree of A. B.. xamine the papers holding the chilwhile thc normal couraes he has taken dren's examination answers, and in
Womsn's Missionary Society.
nce have nearly qualified him for the th a way see with what correctness
The Womaii•s Home Mission socieach quiz was answered
'A M. degree.
ety of the Trimble Street Methodist
On the mornings and afternoons church will meet Monday afternoon
Prof. Payne will make a specialty
of political science, history and edu- mentioned the high •chool elaaaes will at ai,so at the residence of Mrs. C
cation at the Leipsic university, and he examined in the *indica specified as P. Houseman, i6zi Ilarri•on street.
although the course is three years. follows•
Monday morning—French ab. Lathe expects to be able to complete it
Gone to'Mayfield.
in two years. as his work in this in iM. science b&a. Latin tit. History
Mrs. CarrieLehliman, evangelist
country along educational lines will 3b. history it. mathematics
and representative in Kentucky of the
Monday afternoon—Ilistory
he of east benefit to h'm at the uniHoward Association. has gone to
versity. He expects to remain in English 3h. Latin sa. history la.- Mayfield to continue her work, after
Etwope until he graduates, and will mathematics ab.
remainine in this city several weeks.
Tuesdai afternoon---Mathernatics lb working for reclamation
spend his vacations in France. Italy
of human ty.
and other sections of that distant inathematies 3h. English ta, German
land. When he Ampletes his work A. Litton is. Science 3h8ta.
Temple Iareal.
Tnesday akernoon—Mathematics it
at Leipsic he will then return to this
A special program will be rendered
conntry to take up university work. English lb. German 3h. Latin .111. hi;- this morning at Temple !areal, where
It is with deep regret that the tor- sa
at ti o'clock Rabbi Lnvitch preaches
Wledneadav morning—French 3h on "Vie Primary Faith."
schoola hoe Prof Pasne. who is a
fine edocator and one whose vabiable science ah. English
Wednesday afternoon—Motor, ah
sem cc* have greatly benefited the
Christian Science.
English as, history A. science 3h.
institutions of. this city.
"Truth" is the subject for worship
at to-3o o'clock this morning by the
Christian Scient •ts at SW'', Broad-

WATCHMAN
DAN DYER
ACQUITTED
TO THE JURY

Way

Owing to the delay in the last shipment of pianos and
our inabilith to handle the rush of business a

Thirty Day Extension of Time
Will Be Allowed on the

KURTZMANN Piano Word
Contest Certificates
To apply on any of the different make of pianos
one may select from the large stock we now have
EASY PAYMENTS TO SUIT PURCHASER.

Fred P. Watson of& Bro.
VICTOR H. THOMAS, Manager_
311 Broadway.

Rev. Sellars pays tribute Co

Dr. 3. D. Smith

•
•

Phone 53r.

Minister Lechwes.
Rev. G. W. Banks of the Trimble
street Methodist chtirch will deliver a
VMS
lecture at the church building next
Mednesday evening at 7:30 o'clock
when conditions were such as to
en? the subject of his "Trip Through
make sturdy men and women. He
The Holy Land" which he visited
grew up with people who turned out •
GEORGE GOODMAN. COLOR= ACCUSED OF EMBEZZLING S61.come years ago. Dr Banks is a very
such as ttbe late Attorney General
son FROM 11 S SUB.
WILL BE INVESTIGATED
entertaining
talker
capable
of
po
nting
Judge
Garland and his wife: the HowTREASURY
BY THAT BODY
out interestingly the many attractive
ards, the Timber:lakes. Judge. John
feature• of a tour through that sacred 111211:71:*
M. Taylor and Levi S. Woods and
country, and will Le greeted la many
John
lii
iii,
current
number
Fulof
the
E. McCall. lie wa• neighbor
of
-that
ii
class
were
patients
who
Beatrice Hartshaw, Colored. Dismiss- Remarkable Demonstration Followed
auditors.
ton Methodist. Rev. W. C. Sellers. fond of just a little stimulant, and ,to the largest man, ribysically,
the
Announcement of the Verdict—
ed of Charee of Breaking Into
formerly of this city but now at Mein- it was quite a clasa numerically. On world. Miles Darden, who grrw so
Crowd Cheers Loudly.
Brownie Hale's House.
phis. pays the following tribute •o one occasion when a very reputable large that his name and biogrerphy is
What Wickliffe Said.
yew -sr- •-t•
patient was thought to he danger- in the American Encyclopedia. .lie
Since going to press with the first thc late Dr. J. D. Stnith. Sr.: • .
ously ili, a couple of physician. were told me once that he saw him pea pages,
the
water-walking
man
has
St.
Jan to—The jury in the
Ulcer to the grand jiir n,i GeOrille
come and gone lie laid up at Cairo DR. J. D. SMITH—AN APPRECI- called for consultafon. They both tent at a camp meeting. Nine htm=-COWilMan. eltiefreff. held ye•teritay ease of David P. Dyer Jr.. accused
prescribed whisky. "Well, now," said dred and fifty pounds kneeling at the
Wednesday night and passed through
ATION.
morning when given trial before Judge of embezzling $fiteoso while teller n
Dr. Smith. "what effect do you ex- altar made an impre-sion. Ile hinthere
between
12
and
t
o'clock
yesBorn in North Carolina, il ed in
Dtivill Cross in the police court. on the United States Subtreasury. last
pect
from that" One of them smiled self had A clear experience of conterday.
of
Many
our
people
saw him. Paducah. Kentucky, 76 years old.
the charge of stear.ig a watch from night at 9:33 o'clock returned a verand said: "Oh, well, he likes it. and vention, and there were no crochets
Charles
Wickliffe
says
Graduated in medicine at medical colBen Grundy. colored. wits whom dict of not guilty.
"Ile walked all right, but his big. lege in Memphis, Tenn.: had maoy. I think it will do no harm." "Very in his religion. He was aS prompt
The jurors deliberated four hours
Goodman lived.
rvice as in his calls to
fat wife kept close to him•in a skiff. promotions in the service of the well." said Smith. "Now I know- you at divine
Beatrice Ifartshaw. colored, wa• before reaching a verdict. The caae
have the advantage of me in this his patients. Benevolent 'n his prachis shoes were about five feet long, Southern Confederacy.
was a great
dismissed of the eharee of house- went into their hands at 4
m
town on this question, and you may tice, he ministered to many preachdug nut. .ind covered except a place
temperance worker and was twice
breaking. Ilrosvnie Ilak, the negro One hour was consumed at supper.
le. and their families of all denomiattemnt to rout me, horse. foot and er.
for his feet."
candidate for congress on ProhibiColonel D. P. Dyer -aid at midk•lothes press -r. elainied that the
nations,
he told me never had one
dragoon.
but
oppose
I
will
Although
it,
and
if
th
hours
rteen
behind tion ticket. That ss what the mornllartshaw. woman broke into their night:
you insist. I Will give the public my of their names on his books in h•- •
go into Memthe
expects
time
man
to
ing paper says.
"My son will make In honest livhome and stole the trunk containing
reasons for my objections,"
phis on time.—Ballard Yeoman.
So. J. I). Smith is with ;IS no more.
ing for his wife and child 'f the
Brownie's wife's clothing.
Ile loved Broadway Nlethodist
They. although in the majority, did
I am sorry. for he was my frit-nd.
Abe Thompson and Arthur Imrie damned people will let him alone. He
church
as a bethel to his soul. They
An architect remarked to a lady Ile saved my life. without a doubt, not insist. They knew their man.
were arraigned and the latter dismiss- will not go back to the Subtreaseiry
that he had been to sec the great and brought health and hope and an- He was a judge of men, too. arti called him a temixtrance crank, hilt
ed. whle the former W as fined S3 or in any government service. His
Oa\ e in the new church. The lady imation to my wife, when all had de- knew the springs of action. On one today Kentucky is being redeemed
and costs. They are the two rail- accounts with the government are
replied: "Don't mentiton names: spaired except himself and myself. occasion he went to a country town .Irons the curse of rum, and the (ashroaders who cursed and used loud closed.”
ons of conviviality, and he had no
( know the man to whom you refer!"
He was my safe counselor when one to speak on prohibition. It was in- small part in the redemption. His
"Mr Dyer wit dismissed. Further
and profane language at Fourth and
of his pastors. lie gave'me chapters tensely democratic, and he was a work is done, but it is work that will
Bre:airway in the presence of many than that I have nothing to say."
from his own experience that -.Fere .democratic prohi. The leading spir- kst, and stand the final
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JUDGE EVANS ORDERS
I REHKOPF INTO BANKRUPTCY
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We will' Continue our KEMNANT
and CLEAN-UP SALE for the next,
three days, Monday, Tuesday and
Wednesday.

We have decided to do this on acctrutrt—of—the
heavy rains preventing so many people from; titihis
advantage of this, The GREATEST OF ALL CLAN-UP
SALES.

4

TERRIFIC STORM SWEEPS COUNTRY

&may Morning, Jan. 20, 1904

Remnants of Nearly Everything
The New Line of Embroideries Will
Go on Sale Next Thursday

PURCMIHOMPSON
407 BROADWAY PADUCAH. KY.
-

WHAT SHALL I TEACH MY PUPIL
IN THE PUBLIC SCHOOL?

-4.-41114

FAILMER.'S
MECHANIC'S
SAVINGS BANK •
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VIE Advertisement fells of Big Reductions All Ihrouqh This Store
Excessive Broadway expenses mean excessive
Broadway prices, It's
of vital Merest to Paducah People to learn
IRON and more of Harbours Department Store,
located just off Broadway, Nortk Third Street.

*.

(

Here are some of them and there are hundreds of others here just as goad or better. Our big Muslin Underwear Sale will begin Monday-,
Jan. 28, Instead of Feb. 4, as planned in December. During this great muslin underwear sale it
will pay you to lay in a twelve month's supply.
WOMEN'S COAT SUIT BARGAINS.
There is positively no use paying
any houte the exceskve prices that
reign today for coat suits when we
offer the brand new direct from the
manufacturers at such very low
prices.
wonderful
Come and see the
Broadcloth Coat Suits we offer next
week at $1/.96. compared with Broadway suits at $15 to $35.
Here are Coat Suits at miraculously low prices. You can't match 'em
on Broadway: $2.95, S. $7.50 and
$9.75 each. There is nothing wrong
with even the $2.95 suit except the
price. -

A GREAT MARK-DOWN SALE
OF WOMEN'S COATS.
Among them are handsome lightweight Covert Coats suitable for late
Spring and early Fall wear at only:
dealers
405 each; that some
would proclaim as splendid bargains
for $zo.
There are A few more marvelous
Coat Va'ues at $3.95 and $6.50 each.
There are some forty or fifty handsome Coats in next week's sale at
$10 each. It will.repay you to see
'cm before you pay excessive Broadway prices.
LADIES' WAISTS.
The most desirable 1937 style at
prices so low that it makes this an

unusual buying opportunity. Ask to
see waists when you come shopping
here. You, too, will like these fashionable waists as others do.
i907 MODELS IN VOILE SKIRTS.
At $9. Sit and $13.50.
attractive
other
of
Hundreds
Skirts at special prices ranging
$3-85. $4-15. 475. $5.50, $6, $6.75.
$7.50 and 'Sao.
DRESS GOODS.
You can save big money by buying
Dress Goods in this sale, solid colors, fancy Suitings, Plaids, Checks.
Broadcloths ascl other wanted stuffs.
We have severs1 hundred yards of
remnants in lengths varying from 2
to 5 yards to be run out at less than

half cf the orginal prices.
Many staple lines of Merchandise
needed everyday in the year.
GREAT MARK-DOWNS IN THIS
SALE OF
1ANUARY
CLOTHING.
The reductions are extraordinary.
When such little prices as these prevail you cm n afford to even buy for
next season's needs.
lot of Men's Suits-Regular
$7.50, $8.5o and $9 Suits marked
down to only $5 a Suit.
Int of Men's suits made to sell
at $10 and $11.50, marked down to
Su't.
$6.50
Suits-Regular
lot cf Men's
$12.50 and $15 Suits, marked down

NO
Harbour's Department Store
WORTEN WANTS NEW TRIAL
AOF THE REGISTER SUITS

$2.98

SPECIAL

to $7.5o a Suit.
1 lot of Men's Suits--:Rrgular $16
and $18 Suits marked down to $8.5o
a Suit.
Men's Cravenerte Overcoats-The
Overcoats
$13
regular $to and
marked down to $7.5o each.
CLEARING SALE PRICES ON
SHOES.
Thousands of pairs at very special
prices.
Our inventory will have been completed by the midelte of next week.
Great reductions in prices are being
made in every department.
A big and beautiful stock of Muslin Underwear wi'l be on sale beginning Monday. January at

•

THIRDSroTmREBErToadway
Squarer

•••

Half

$2.98

SPECIAL

$2.98

500 PAIRS OF FINE HAND-MADE $3.50, $4.00 and $5.00 SHOES FOR $2.98

BEFORE JUDGE REED
. MADE HIS APPLICATION YESTI-RDAY
MOTION HAS NOT YET
THE
BUT
COURT,
CIRCUIT
IN THE
HAS THE LITIGATION
NOW
BEEN ACTED ON-THE JURY
POSTAL TELETHE
AGAINST
JACKSON
E.
E.
OF MRS.
BATCH OF
ANOTHER
FILES
GRAPH COMPANY-SOLICITOR
DUE.
CLAIMED
TAXES
MUNICIPAL
SUITS FOR

GULLETTS 312 11'way

MOMmilmr11•Imm

iu- h4glots
We have placed on sale soo pairs of the well-known Crossett Shoe for men and they consist of broken
Mark '911.rten yeaterefay in the ens :feting the Peanut company
•
Paducah concern
the
sold
plaiatiff
time
to
judgre
the.
enjj court asked
of every Fine Sh- e Made by the cone rn, they come in Patent Kid, Patent Colt, Vici Kid, Velour, Metal an•I
working for
giNe hon a neir... mai of the .11,1. 1 James Maynard •vas
piece
a
when
. E. Wilhelm and The I tl.e Teleplione company
hene Janus
Box Calf, Tan and Black, and are mule up in all the Newest Styles. We h. ye put one price 'on the entire lot
"
elain
He
hint
hit
and
fell
timber
Register Newspaper company gut ^'
%awls is lag& so if you want A fine pair of Shoes, do not miss the opp'):-:unity. See window display.
it was fault. of the company that hejneigments against Worten because he gt hurt.
Lit-night useless snits against the parer and owner at Smithland. thereby
Another Batch of Suits.
cau•ige Oh. pagket Rod. proprietor to
The city oda-neer sesterday file,:
valorise arida7:number batch of suits in the &fait
esaad einisidrable
trouble Wooer% filed bia-reaoloo fur taint against parties charged with
tlw new hearing he wants. but tbs. bserirtg refused to pay their niumietn-i'
court has not yet actril an the &mill- tixis for thc year mentioned:
(INCORPORATED)
aie •
tosi;
for
Alonzo NIeNsil' Sik.S.2.
There is now with the jury the stet Nicholas Schmidt $2$.77, for 1ort1-0:
of Mrs. F. V. Jacks.* "against The
SAM. for twit 1)ii
J;'Ities
„.... V'atIlt
Postal Telegrapr company. aml a de- ,
$.0335„. for 1901-3-4-5; W. W
ss intam•
hIC !eturncfl tomorrow „ ,
c:rit 41 will
toirtiett $issaa. for 1904-05; Cora Es.claims damages front
.She
'as•inctisne
ens $3 12. for tuna: J. C. Gillicai49.148.
tl.e company an the groans) that The for ign.4; l'atsy
41405.
.
440
Penal did not deliver to her until a C. If. Thompson S16.39 for 1903-4-3
day late, the message forwarded her 7. T. Weatherington $ta.stra for 1904.
from Wing°. Ky.. notifs ing her that Vat and Ellen NIcGacrigal
her mother hail died The dehwed too3; Mrs. George A. Clark SISKdelivery of the telegram prevented for 190403; Nannie .1. Hedges $4_16.5.
be from atleusl•rig the pArent'. fun- I n 190.1-4-3; Green Gray $0.to, for
Prevents and cures chapped roots
eral.
1003-4-5; Tony %%win S4•24. for isoa:
A divorce a as granted W. G. Colley Easter Boyd Sao.12. far wo3: Maria
skin. Makes the skin soft, smooth
kean L. I.. Coney hey the judge.
and Henry Smith $0.o5. for 1904; I*
YESTERLARGE
WEATHER PREVENTED
There wa• submitted to the court It Clark and Mary Rudd $iatt. fo HON. ABE THOMPSON WILL IT WAS ADMITTED
, and white. Removes all blentisbee
EQUALLY
CROWD FROM ATTENDING
AND
DAY
for decision the litigation af E. M. tow Silas G. Kevil Sass:. for 1901-3:
BE IN FIELD FOR THE
LAST NIGHT.
DIVIDES ESTATE.
f'•used by the cold winds.
1V:41o/es, executor, against lahmael T. D. Hifi: $.4.144. for 1903-4; WIllic
NOMINATION.
L. Shemin.
Temple $.1-47. for 1903; Katie Stott.
Edith Weeks was granted a divorce eseeutris of alana Dalta! $t2.67. for
Named As Exe- The Address by Rev. W. T. Bolling,
from hes humbaral, Frank Weeks, sitil :on3; Wm. Suffer $4.10 for 1903;
The Only Other Avowed Aspirant is Benjamin Vick Is
as Such Qualified
retained to her maiden name of Edith Thanah T. Smedley $6istio. for 19o3-3:
D. D., One of the Grandest Ever
and
cutor
Senator
Present
Delightful to use after shaving.
the
Linn.
Conn
Record.
Shelton. Each party to the action R., E. Draffrit as 4a, for lima.
for
Herd in This City.
Filed
Deeds
Who Wants Endorsement.
leas directed to turn over to tha other
whatever property each had belonging
to the other.
RACE QUESTION
The had weather prevented a large
The will of Mrs. Anna America
Hurl. Abe Thompson, the well
For sale only at
A number of pleading papers were
IN OKLArOlf A
in the crowd front attending the celebration
yesterilay
•
was
predated
Vick
known Murray attorney. as in the
filed in the suit of Ed C. Terrell
.
-Broadway
equally
she
county court, and in it
held last evening at the
i against J. R. Puryear, which is for
The race question is threaten'ng to city yesterday, and it is miderstood divides her entire estate between Ben, Methodist church in honor of the
l
enforcement of an estimate for street prove an obstacle to elie admission he is preparing to enter the race for
Linn e, Joseph, Frank. Lucy and tooth anniversary cif the birthday. of
work clone in front of licient61
.4 of the new state of Oklahoma into state senator from the third senatorial William Vick, her children. Ben Vick General Robert E. Lee, by the James
"
pre-pertly.
the union, says the Fulton Comrner- district which inclndes Calfriway. Livnamed as executor and qua'ained T. Walbert camp of Confederate vetDRUG STORE.
There was continued riser until the dal- It seems that tinder the call hipston. I.yon and Trigg counties. He was
The will was writ- erans and the Pailucah Daughters of
yesterday.
such
as
21st day of thia term, the suit of Gray of congress calling for the constitu- is one of the best known lawyers
July 29, 1905 and signature ,of the Confederacy. To those there the
& Dudley agaiiist the F. Rehkopf tional convention, now in session at arid politicians in this section of the ten
Vick witnessed by A. A. Casper event was eine of deep and attentive Fowler and Mr. Philo Alcoth all soos
Mrs.
Saddlery company.
G. W.
Gelds/se. it is provided that instead ccantry. and will make a formidable and E. 1.. Thompson,
'interest and especially the strong of honored veterans. Mr.
,
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of an approval by congress, the new candidate. his entry about being deof
veteran
a
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Property Transferred.
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cross
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a
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been
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has
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Fountain
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been
igitinit- irr-TiarlWah Traction cont- dent. The constitutional ,couvention in the race. lie is a lawyer of many
for $2,250 and the deed er and regaled the audience with the ing to the city.
rail). for $5.000t
and former chnrman. M. F. Emery
On ti-hall of the camp of veterans
.51artAn 'flit at Guthrie, by the vote of the people. years' standing
Yesterday with the "Life and Characteristic: of General
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for
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ground that he received dalnful in- is pledged to certain forms of race
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Piny! L. Barry vs. Constable A. C. constitution makers of
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AND GET RESULTS.
Shelton: H. and L. Chase Bag corn- would ,make thee
Wood estate.
Peninah
Yam B. McPherson, Mr. Saunders A.
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U. C. COW,

Clothiers and Furnishers for Men and Boys

PROBATION OF CEREMONY WAS
CANDIDATE
FOR SENATOR THE VICK WILL ENTERTAINING

P'

Dr. Dwight's
Lilyderma Cream

BACON'S

i

I

1

con

Best Kentucky and Illinois Coal

rAlso dealer in Lime and Cement:

Agent for Whitehall and Agatite Cement

H. M. CWNNINGHAM

Phones. Old 960, New 245

:-:

:-:

'Thirteenth and Adams Street

•

• Caron Directory ornpany
llira Society **********titemikeeetemit
Of louisviiie, Kentucky

Matta,Efingera Co.The w©©
Undertakers and Embalmers.
PADUCAH. KY

130 S. THIRD STREET:

Abram L. Weil & Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Lifealabiiity, Steam Buller-

Campbell Block.
Residence Phone 72(

-

INSURE WITH
.

-

-

Office Phone 369.

L. L. BEBOUT
General Insurance Agency
°Mali 306 Broadway

P)ones:Otfice 385—Residence I69

Paducah Transfer Company
11111M"%i--

(IscorPhratet)

•

GENE R AL CARTAGE BUSINESS.
SUPERIOR FACILITIES FOR HANDLING FEEIGHT, MACHINERY AND HOUSEHOLD

Gomm

OFFICE SECOND AND MO)' ROE-

BOTH PHONES.

P. D. FITZPATRICK. SUPT

E Pay 4 per cent. interest
on time deposits. Start
the New Year rigbt by starting
a savings account tor yourself or
child.

W

:MECHANIC'S alb FARMER'S
SAVINGS. BANK
•

Big Bargains in

Wall Paper
Now is the time to Buy
Wall Paper
Clic have thc largest line of up-to-datc wall paper
in thc city and ot the most striking prices

picture
frames
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picture
frames

c. C.'1Lee
for Tour picture frames
315
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* IMPRESSIONS OF
*
AMERICAN WOMEN *

(By Ludwig Fulda. Fontenot
Author and )-isywrignt.)
(Continued from pag 2)
Even if you sec the American wornan in the street her greater independence and freedom of movement, as
follows:
compard with her European sisters.
Mrs. M. B. Nash, assisted by Dirs. impresses itself upon you. She is
Hal Corbett and Mrs. David L. Van- not dependent upon male protection:
Cubit—Carnation dance.
she needs Ito escort, as she in every
Mrs. Hubbard S. Wells, assited by, man, stranger or not, sees a proMrs. Victor Voris, Mrs. W. J. Hills tector.
and Mrs. %Valiant Morris—Snowball
In her. way of dress•ng she knows
dance.
nothing of the dread of appearing
Mrs. George C. Thompson, assisted conspicuous. which is so common
by Mrs. Milton Cope and MTS. J. C. among german
women. In the
Flournoy—Sunflower Minuet. Danced streets of the larger cities and espeby eight young ladies and eight cially in New York. women promeyoung men.
nade in costumes which would be
Mrs. Lloyd Bosewll and Mrs. Ar- permissible only in the most fashionMrs. able pleasure resorts here, but which
mour Gardner, assisted by
Frank Boyd and Mrs. Bertie Camp- In Berlin would attract unpleasant
bell—Rose dance.
at
Mrs. Claude Russell and Mr-. Hal
While in European cities any goodWalters—Water Lily dance.
looking woman below middle age
Mrs. Louis Rieke and Mrs. I. D. walking unescorted in tbe street is
considered lawful prey by every
W leox—Butterfly dance.
Mrs. I. 0. Walker—Frog dance. masher, and cannot even count upon
Twenty-five small boys and one large the protection of the police, the
American woman is absolutely safe
frog take part in this.
Mrs. Leslie Soule. assisted by Mrs. from insults of this kind. 'Nobody
WOrme and atiss Comic Grundy stares at her; nobody follows her:
no stranger dares approach her. Woe
—Poppy dance.
Mrs. Fannie Allard. assisted by to the one who would make the atEverybody
would
Nfra. H. G. Reynolds and Mrs. Joseph tempt.
tars
1.. Friedinan—Chrysantlientum dance. against h m and mete out swift jus••
tice on the spot, and this would he
followed by severe punishment iii
Engineers' Annual BaU.
The Brotherhood of Locomotive court.
There was an afternoon tea with
Engineers will give their annual ball
Tuesday evening at Hotel Craig on concert in the splendid winter garFifth and Jefferson street. It w ii be dens of the Hotel Astor in New
one of the largest dances ever con- York. and when I looked in through
ducted in the city. as hundreds will the door I satt a most elegant crowd
be there to help the enginers enjoy gathered.
I said to myself: "Yon will take
the occasion.
• *•
tea here. too.- and let action follow
thought, but who can describe ins
Byrd-McCandless.
A pretty wedding for a nopular astonishment when the gigantic Cere
couple will be the marriage Tuesday bus posted at the door promptly tddipafternoon at 3 o'clock of Miss Mary ped me. First I thought 4 was he
I had paid no admission—no.
Lot Byrd and Mr. Fred McCandless. e'
at the bride's home. 12/1 South Fifth admission W3s free. hut I had to stay
street. at which time this couple will outside.
I began to look up and down myhe united for Lie. It %ill be a home
affair of quietness. witnessed by only self to see if there was anything obsome friends and the relatives and jectionable about my appeaeance. but
officiated over by Rev. W. T. Bolling. could di-cuter nothing.
A few words from Cerebna totplain
D. D.. of the .Broadway Methodist
thl ersrything---not being M compachurch.
The happy pair will he attended ny with a lady I could not he allowed
by the bride's handsome sister. Nli.... to enter; my place was in the genMaud Byrd. of this city. and Mr. tlemen.% cafe. To the sacred halls
Oliver Keibler of Us-Mg-ton county. of the winter garden only lad es or
and immediately following the cere- such gentlemen a• were introduced by
mony they leave for New Orleans on ladies %sere admitted.
ti eir toms Returning from that place
There was nothing for me to do
they sto to Carraville to visit the but to sneak back to the cafe like a
groom's mother. and then to Gol- wet dog and sit down in much less
conda where they will make their • attractise surroundings ao ponder
future home.
:over bow differently they do things
The charming and winsome bride in America.
i• a very popular and widely known
What impre•ses one most in the
lady. who for the past few year has American woman is her independence.
been the effictent cashier for.the Wal- wh•ch does not even allow her to
leratein clothing establishment. She capitulate to her beloved. She will
ts the daughter of Mr. William T. tirat of all feel that 'he is free and
Ils rd. secretatty of the school board. independent. being a fixed star. which
:tatd one of Paducah's best citizens.
radiates -its own light, and not a
The groom is a fine young fellow moon, borrowing light from the masof Livingston county. and has a host culine ann.
«" friends in this city who extend conMarriage in her life, therefore. is
gratulations to the happy pair. Ile is not of the same fundamental imporci rineer of the steamboat Royal tance as in that of the Enrooean womwhich plies daily between this city an, and not to marry at all, to hernmc
aid Coilconda. Ill.. and one of the a bachelor girl, who has
1.111Warl4ed
best known young rivermen on local he 4.1•1 ma (I of bygone times, ha. no
water'.
terror to her
Shr does not as oil marriage, but it
is not her only goat toward wh;ch
WHY?
she always strives, from training and
i The following verses arc* by J. NI. desire
She asi•hea to meet the right man
Whitson. who was. found dead in his
but she does not as-alt his coming
rooms in Chicago Monday.)
Wity do the shadows oftenest come it dreadinl anxiety and suspense. The
yruung girl who sits patiently wa ting
Where the other shadows are?
for
a husband is unknown in America.
Why
the hordes of anguish follow
Even
when married she doe- not
Hard on the heels of care?
Why did the Christ come sorrowing cease to be a being apart, she has
her life territory which she conAnd not to a glad refrain?
Why was the world' redemption nects with that of her Intabaad, but
she is not annexed to him. She will
scheme
embrace the man because she loves
Rom in soropw and in pan?
him, but never cling to him because
Why i. the heart of motherhood
she needs his support. She does not
By the hand of an infant torn?
run the r.sk of becoming the center
Wile must a nation travail
of "A Hroll's Howse." for what Nora
That some great truth he born?
decides to do only at the end of the
third
act„ become a human being, she
VV1hy is the wine the purest
has learned to be perfection before
That is the hardest pressed?
her marriage.
11%liy, after hours of toiling.
Come: the sweetest space of rest?
Bailey in a Til!ht Place.
Why is subtlest perfume found
S I ndtanap Its News.)
In flowers that grow in "shade?
It ha- been prio,4 that at the very
111(1 why from dwellers in vale.. of
time the government of his state was
tears
trying to exclude the Standard Oil
.Are shaper: oft, destiny made?
company front Texas Senator Bailey
was borrowing large sums of money
Do you think time life of Christ'
Won'd have had that power to thrill from the officer- and agents of one
of the Standard's subsidiary compaIf there had been no Gethsemane.
nies that wanted to continue in busi;Sp Calvary's shadowy hill?
Or do you Ohl: that your own life lteRa in Texas. He says that the loans
Woald have been pure as it
today were mere personal matters: that the
If the disappointments that came to it men from whom he borrowed were
114 friends. etc. But this does not
Passed by some other way?
help his case. If he needed money
—J. M. Whitson.
he ought to have gone to a bank and
borrowed it in the ordinary bioiness
WOMAN
CARRIES
MESSAGE way. If his crefilit was not
good
enough to make it possible for him
Philadelphia Councils Then Confirm to do this there
must have been someHer 's Mayor's Secretary,
.
thing else than his credit which made
Philadelphia. pa.. Jan. 18.—Mi„, it possible for him to
get money from
I:orderer. the p.tsng
'
woman whom the Standard's agents. It will he no
Mayor Weaver app..inted as
(la ley to pose
hi tt longer possible for
in the senate as the friend of the peosecretary, carried the ma)-or-,
sage to the comma: today. She 4 the ple and the enemy of illegal trusts
first woman to presents an exeetitive and. comhinalions.
Ire-sage to a legislative body. 'The
commas applauded her and confirmed ADVERTISE IN. THE REGISTER
' AND GET RESULTS.
her appointment. •

Branch Office in Paducah a The
REGISTER OFFICE
For the Convenience of our patrons and the citizens of Pad:teak In
have placed copies of the directories o f the cities named below in the imam
ing Register office at 533 Broadwa y, where the public is invited to can
when desiring the address of any resident of the cities named.
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THE SIXTY CITIES CONTAIN
OVER 13,000,000 INHABITANTS
ONE-SIXTH OF THE POPULATION
STATES.
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List of Directories on File
ALLESRENY CITY. PA.
MANITOU, COLO.
ATLANTA, GA.
MEMPHIS, TENN.
BALTIMORE, MD.
MILWAUKEE, WIS.
BOSTON, MASS.
MINNEAPOLIS. MIPIN.
BRIDGEPORT. CON/4.
NASHVILLE, TENN.
BRONX, N. Y.
NAUGATUCK, CON)!.
BROOKLYN, N. Y.
NEWARK. N. J.
B
ALO. N. F.
NEW ALBANY, IND.
CHATTANOOGA, TENN.
NEW HAVEN, CONN.
CINCINNATI, 0.
NEW ORLEANS LA.
CHICAGO, ILL.
NEWPORT, KY,
MUM
CLEVELAND, 0.
NEW YORK CITY.
COLUMBUS 0.
NORWICH, CONN.
COLORADO CITY, COLO.
PADUCAH. KY.
COLORADO SPRINGS, COLO.
PHILADELPHIA. PA.
COVINGTON. KY.
RICHMOND, IND.
DAYTON, 0.
RICHMOND, VA.
DINVER. COLO.
SALT LAKE CITY. UTAK
DETROIT. MICH.
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA.
ST. PAUL, MINN.
DULUTH. MINN.
.ST. LOUIS. MO.
FAIRFIELD, CONN.
SOUTHPORT. CONN.
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
SPRINGFIELD. 0.
JEFFERSONVILLE. IND.
STRATFORD, CONN.
KANSAS CITY, KAS.
SUPERIOR CITY, MINX
KNOXVILLE. TENN.
TOLEDO, 0.
LOS ANGELES, CAL.
UTICA. N. Y.
LOUISVILLE. KY.
WATERBURY, CONN.
MANHATTAN. N. Y.
YONKERS N. T.
MANCHESTER. VA.
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PRICE $4.00
CARON DIRECTORY COMPANY
Reg'ster Office, 523 Broadway
Healthy Bath Rooms
Good plumbing means
good health and this combused with modern sanitary
fixtures helps to keep the doctor out
of your house. '411iseglese Porcelain
Enameled plumbing fixtures m ak e
healthy bath rooms, are sanitary and
have a beautv.all their own.
•
If you intend making bath room improvements, let us show you sampies of
• this famous ware. We guarantee good
work, prompt service and attention no
matter how small of how large your job.
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E. D. HANNAN.
Phones SOT

NEM

133 St. 4th

Isaac Shelby to J. C. W. Beckham
ummmesmet ALL or

ma-nomemme•

KENTUCKY'S GOVERNORS
FREE

The First Time Their PiettirtS Have Ever
Bun Publisiml.

FREE

The Evening POrt hits
sev•ral suit's• Ai-mewed to simmer niroire. nf all teentmle.,
iftemerunrs awl lia• at List succeeded In aec..riag
them through the assistance of the Ketitacky that: Humor
society. go
In order to place these pieturr• in a permanent reirm, they
have Issen aresaged in 3
group in an ap-ta•Iate Au.. stinwing. Ke•tisky with
the latest ceninis. pictures of
all the presidents of the united shoe.. linters and
Fleas
of alt SIMMS.
.
1(
"
•
'
1•Iiir routes.
statistic-al data. lipitory
tl,e Russo-Japan War. also late
of the Unit,-.t states. Pan.
ama Canal, taster!' and Western hemisphere. report• of maps
the
ttir
last
national
ceases
and -mach other historical information.
This eirespes end valuable Arles Is FRBB is ALL BVENING PO...
SUBSCRIBERS.
St not new a subscriber send fx m for• full year's suosenpoon by mail
month's imbscriptiim. I'mlerstand that these rates arc by mail only analor Si.oa fneSi
that the subscription ;rice by carrier of agent t.• to cents per week.
The Everting Post publishes six or mere editions daily and the latest edition
is scum to
each reader according to the time that it will reach them.
The Er-ening Post is first in everything sod haa the most State news
and ties:
market reports.
Pot all the people and •gainst the grafter.
Independent alms> a.
Poi the Home.

rekr Enrn_tu3
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LOWEIVILLII. KY.

WINC1125111t.
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NUISLACK"

Loaded Black Powder Shea
Shoot Strong and Evenly
Are Sure Fire,
Will Stand Reloading.

They Always Get The Game
For Salo
Inlonvona

Everywhere.

mom

Nim

B. F. Sears

People
Say

PRACTICAL
County

OUR PER.FUMES
AP..E ,BEST

$

Specialty.

Disastr6us earthquake. and volcanic upheavals in recent years /
No. of Victims.
were as follows:
Italy
185t-Melfi,
o:
0
00)
,i
51'
10
1857-Kingdom of Naples
..
1859--eQuito
.1oi I
Lecxx
1861-Mendoz, South America
1863-Manila
s5.t3io0s0
1869-Several towns in Peru and Ecuador
1872-lnyo Valley, Cal.fornia........ .... .........s
14,000
1875-Region of Santander, Colombia
1878-Cuba, Venezuela
3.000
I 88o-Manila
4.000 i
1881-Scio and several villages
_Loco
1893-Island of Ischia, Italy
Thousands i
11:83-Krakatoa and other Javan volcanoes
1.170
1884-Andalusia and other parts of Spain
600
Spain
Granada.
of
1885-Province
41
1886--Sharleston, South Carolina
1887-Riviera and Southern Europe
0
. 7
0
2,.0
4
14
1891-Japan
1893-Persia
12,000
1894-Japan
3,000
1895-Florence, Italy, and it: vicinity
1,000
.
1899-Tiflis. Transcaucas a
40000
1902-St. Pierre, Martinique, eruption of Mont Pelee
-2.5oo
1902-Amlijan. India
too
s
* ..
J903-Tiopo, Colombia
quake
at
Italy;
violent
Abruzzi.
shocks
ill
re
1904-Seve
soo
Lima, Peru: Wellington, liew Zealand, ahaken
35.000
1905-North India
500 I
1905-Calabria, Italy
200
1905-Scutari. Albania
Mexico
f905-Tamazula.
1906-Reg on about Vesuvius.
1,000:°°:
towns (estimated).1906-San Francisco anti adjacent
Chilean towns
500
other
and
-Valparaiso
1906

Tyler, Ky.
IN- GENERAL AGENT DONOVAN
FROM BANK AND WAS
SHORTLY TO BE IN HIS
COUNTS
182
DICTED ON
NEW QUARTERS.
AT CHICAGO.

I. K. HENDRICK,
ElecCharged With Hav.ng Run Through The Illinois Central Is Installing
Signals
Danger
trical
His Bank Twenty-Two FicWM. MARBLB
at Princeton,
titious Notes.

J. G. MILLER

Hendrick, Miller
diN Marble

General Agent John 1'. Donovan
Chicago, Jan. 19.-John R. Vs'alch
b•Ai formally indicted for the misap- of the Illinois Central railroad will
LAWYERS.
plication of $2,860,418.97, during one tomorrow have his headquarters
year's time, of the funds of the Chi- moved from the old office at 510
Broadway to the new quarters at
National Bank.
cago
Practice in all the courts of th
and Broadway, under tile PalmFifth
run
having
He is charged with
State. Both phones 31.
coming into our possession.
twenty-two fictif°us er house. It will take him several
his
bank
thfough
Rooms'. 2, 3 and 4, Register Build.
notes, signed by persons who never days to get straightened out in the
inf. 523 1-3 Broadway.
new office, which will be one of the
knew the notes existed.
in the city, as for weeks the
finest
He is charged wi h having sold
thirteen blocks of bond* to his bank mechadcs have been equipping it
personal with furniture and fixtures of the finest
DRUGGIST
111/1
of
in furtherance
schemes. These thirty-five separate kind. The finishing touch was put on
;hat yesterday and things are now ready
period
eXTH AND BROADWAY
at cusations cover a
to for occupancy.•
1904,
reaches from January at,
Danger Signals.
February 15, 1905.
of points on the Loua
number
At
They are variously stated in 1.83
ville division of the Illinois Central
separate counts. in which, to meet
with elecWE USE
the legal technicalit es that may arise, the road is equipping itself
peowarn
that
signals
danger
tr'cal
covhave
government
counsel for the
They
approaching.
is
train
a
ple
when
ered the thirty-tive matters in all posare the kind of -signals used by all
sibile ways.
roads over the counIf convicted of all of the charges, the up-ti-date
Rooms 5 and 6, Register Building, he would face a total sentence of try, but are the first to be installed
by the I. C.. which
523 z-a Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
350 years as a maximum, and .175 in this section
the main line out
all
along
them
has
R
1437
Old
Oa;
New Phone
years as a minimum, but it is usual to
Leader
Princeton
The
Chicago.
of
the
consider
and
offenses
lamp the
there:
up
put
those
being
of
states
SPECIALTIES:
turbancet. Italy, for instance, has f. •
which,
concurrent,
sentences as
The death and devastation wrought
bring
are
signals
danger
"Electric
Abstracting of Titles
been peculiarly subject ts
centuries
earthquakes
possibilstripped of its mathematical
in the world's history by
Insurance, Corporation and
Meet.
it e•, leaves the former bank presi- plkced at time crossings of the Mi- is so enormous as to be almost invul- quakes, and vast numbers of persons •
nims Central ra Iroad. A large force
Real Estate Law.
Because it irons smothly, not
dent facing charges that cannot net
earlier earthquakes and huge amounts of property have
of electricians have been in this city nerable. Of the
there been swept out of existence.
rough.
him lets than live year* in prison, and
of which history makes record
Second.
100,000 Killed in Italy.
not more than ten years. if a convic- the past week placing signals at the are, indeed, no reliable stafstics
and Cadiz
Trace,
Vartnint
Eddyville
most disastrous. of all eartto
The
total
The button holes, or nod
the
is
tion
secured.
available, and estimates of
holes match.
Walsh came to :he federal court road crossings. This work will be number of persons killed and the quakes, as far as authentic records
to Louisville. Every trains
Third.
in Calabria. Italy. in
yesterday afternoon and gave biro- extended
property destroyed by seis- show, was that
approaching crossings in each direc- value of
100,000 persont.
killed
which
Negligee shirts with button
1783.
approximate.
self up to the authorities. He went
only
mic shocks can be
alarms
cause
at
being
will
made
on
t
in the cente•
originated
quake
That
are ironed perfectly and withBROADWAY
OFFICE 419
before the court, made bond in the
however, that upwards
the crossinga in each direction, there. It is believed.
to the
extended
and
nce
of
pros'
the
out injury.
killed
been
stun of $50.00o for his appearance
of L000.000 persons have
to
persons
accidents
Preventing
Fourth.
destroyint
Sicily.
coast
of
bY
eastern
TELEPHONES:
February 6, when he is ordered to
and more than $4.000.and teams, as the alarms are made by earthquakes
It irons either stiff or pleated
to the indictments, or at such
has been de- utterly the City of Me%sina.
plead
property
of
355.
worth
Office,
so°
Residence,
296;
the
when the trains are some distance
bosoms like sew, and
In September. 1905. Calabria ant?
may
cotirt
the
as
place
and
time
other
cause.
same
the
stroyed by
from the crossings."
"hump" so often seen is aimwere again sufferers front an
Sicily
is
it
surface,
company.
direct. The lii noia Surety
No part of the earth's
tag.
earthquake of terrible effect. Ecier
free
entirely
vine-presiBlount,
Fred
through
NI.
is
scientists.
declared by
PLAN TO BANISH OPIUM.
No other like it in West Kasshundred persons were killed 6cia indent, and Mar•hall A. Dunning. asfrom the' possibility of suffer ng from
by
Satisfy yourself
tacky
jured and thousands rendered homeat
affected
the
bond.
signed
areas
secretary.
sistant
sending as your laundry.
Stringent Regulations Soon to Be.in earthquake, and the
less.
one time or another by tremors of
Effect i-. China.
Another of the most appalling ant
the earth include all continents. North remarkable seismic shocks of mcwiera
How to Get Waterways.
Europe. Asia and
From Peking the correspondent of inul South America.
-I am informed." says Mr Bartheir earth- history was the quake at Liahon. '
had
rave
all
Africa'
'Phase Dom
AND
EVANSVILLE
to
Round Trip
Portngal. in November. f755. In :iris
tholdt. "that there are pending before the London Times gives the death
RETURN. Continuous Passage. 114-oo; the committee on rivers and harbors of the anti-opium regulations which quakes.
it was estimated that Ito catastrophe
'Frisco Dissster Notable.
were killed within •I't
persons
ow
Unlimitled Ticket $5 oo. meals and propositions for the expenditure of will be promulgated immediately in
No earthquake of hietory was more miteres. It was All Saints' dat as
berth included.
abotA $5oo.000.000. covering merito- China The follow ng are some of the
terrible m several a:pects than Ow the churches were filled with no-rious projects exclusively. It is evi- most interesting: Not only the culwhich overtook SO
eatastrophe
shipers when the rumbling notes ts- dent that these projects cannot be tivation of the poppy, but the use 4,1
18 last. While the
April
on
Francisco
ceding the earthquake we-cc heard
carried out w thin the lifetime of this opium, must cease within ten years.
prodtac.
not
ROUND TRIP TO CAIRO, party and the nest generation. An issne No new ground can he placed un- Sat; Francisco quake was
few moments passed, and then Mr.!'
being ts.
der ••ultivalion, and ground under t ve of great loss of life-it
a great shock which threw (Iowa
of five or over, Slow each, without of bonds to the amount of $54xsono.pertirnated that me more than two
cultivation
by
must
be
resgricted
the city before the people had a
of
to
great
will
all
ono
suffice
complete
disaster was
Shy anything and will everything. meals; Ss oo with meals.
one-tenth annually. Some 30 to 40 sons %ere killed -that
chance
to escape from the buildins.
solve
will
forever
and
river
projects.
Pbose
UICI
Street,
Court
,
climbs
frightful in the extreme because
Thehigh.
sea retired. leaving the bar dry.
Good music on all the boats.. For the problem of the continuous and per cent of the Chinese leo! opiam.
feet
y,
l
s
tt
i
r
t
ea
pa
c
o
re
1.4A.
pb
it,
which
followed
the tire
and then rushed back in a wave fifty permanent improvement of our great Every one who uses it mu-t he regfurther particulars see
the intense suffering involved
of
No
istered.
um
op
unbuy
can
one
engulfing part of the c''%Mi•aotowere
the
These
waterways."
Agent
of the enormous
S. A. FOWLER. Gen. Pass.
permanently. The 'hock wa• felt*
words in explana- less he is registered. No one will becan*e
ri
congressman's
MOVING WAGON IN CONNEC- or GIVEN FOWLER. City Pass. tion of his $5oo.000.000 bond hill, be permitted to begin the Ilse of lose, estimated at $aoo.000.000.
l in the Alps and on the coast of SweTION.
In addition to the appalling effect
Agent. Phone 33.
which he has just introduced in the opium after the issue of these reguquake also den.
lations. Those under 90 years of age at San Francisco the
!observed in the northern part of ScotI house.
California
other
in
damage
wrisught
land.
These words cover the ground Riv- mutt decreao- their use 20 per cent
ruined %holCecil Reed er ;mprovement schemes are being per annum. Those who at the end towns. eight cit es Iseing
South America Suffers.
J. C. Flournoy
ly or in part, with the loss of Several 'South America is another part of
of
to
are
year:
ten
still
addicted
the
of
all
country.
in
parts
TIME
proposed
I NOW IS THE
lisindred lives and the destruction of the world which has been subjected
The eastern mates, the south, tile re- the use of opium will have their
THIS IS iHE PLACE
million dollais' worth of prop- to numerous severe earthquakes. Titseveral
LAWYERS.
gion of the great lakes and the local- names posted in . public places.
erty.
All opium dens will ble closetl is thmost recent South American quake
ity along the Pacific want improveThe first shock. in. San Francisco ' was that of la-t August. when Valp-!INCoRPORATED
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their
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waterways.
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1110111-!
Rooms to, t and
occurred at 5:13 o'clock in the
raise). Chile. wax devastated by a
for immediate attention. The Mis- to distribute among people addicted
3o6 B'way. Day and Night
PADUCAH, KY.
ing. coming withont previous warn- series of shocks. Many of the chief
of
to
use
the
opium
either
prescripSchool
sissippi valley people will have to
Free Catalogue
ing whatever. Crashing buildings and cities of Chile were greatly damaged.
keep all those Projects in mind while tions or medicine. counteracting the
the 'limed and the ter- while the loss of life was placed at
use
at
or
cost
price
gratuitously. No the shrieks of
they are canvassing their own propwhole city into an 200o and the property loss at $250.the
threw
rifled
sistion. The lakes-to-the-gulf scheme prescript on thus given shall contain
The shock lasted oocso00.
panic.
immediate
opium.
ashes.
Annuirphia or opium
is a larger project than any of the
Attorney at Law.
minutes
three
In 1812 the City of Caracas. Veneothers. If accomplished it would ben- ti-opium societies must be establish
Fire Follows Closely.
zuela. r. as destroyed by three shocks.
efit a much bigger portion of the cd to exhort the ditcontinuance of
Paducah
The moment it had subsided it within a m flute. Quito. Ecuidor.'
Room No. 5,
country than would be gained from the use of the drug.
Kentucky
discoveced that the city was was almost obliterated by an cart's.
was
Columbia Bldg.
All high officials, princes, dukea,
any of the other propositions. MoreOld Phone 1992.
On fire in a score of places. that the quake in 1859. while Lima. Peru, was
and
viceroys
Tartar
generals
tinder
over, the benefit which it would bring
water mains had been broken by the destroyed by a quake in 1746
In
$t. Louis and Tennessee River Packto the entire country would be great- 60 must inform the throne that they
and that San Francisco was t868 there was a tremendous seisquake
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r
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the
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than
achiZvefrom
and
cheapest
the
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mic disturbance in South America.
drug within a certain time. All oth- doomed.
OLIVER, OLIVER & McGREGOR ment of any two or three of the other
The flames raged throughout that covering Chile. Ecuador and Peru.
excursion oat of Paducah.
er official: tinder 6o must abandon
projecti.
day and the nest. and on the third The shock extended over an area moo
But all of these waterway improve- the .li se within six months. All teachday had not been entirely stopped. miles long, cities being engulfed and'
ment schemes have to be considered ers, scholars, soldiers and sailors
itundreds of build ngs were destroy- thousands of loves lost.
of each nil] thronghont all ranks will be allowed
OFFICES: Benton, Ky.. rear Bank together.. The promoters
by dynamite, troops took possesed
•
three; months wherein entirely to
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky. oppose all the others unless their abandsn the
sion of the city and martial law was
Kentucky Tobacco Crop of *got
hapit.
own
also.
scheme
receives
attention
Room its, Fraternity Building.
proclaimed, the conditions being apA Washington special relative ss
Alimony Compromised.
All. therefore, will have to be grouped
When the the 1906 tobacco crop says of KenCicero
Winston was released from palling in the extreme.
Old Phone 41I4A 'n one vast plan. The United States
New Phone n4
flames finally were (welled it was tucky: The immense value of tI's
it equipped with the most complete jail Friday morning. He was arrestfound
that 30.000 buildings had been tobacco crop of Kentucky in the yeaed
and lodged in jail a few days
navigable watercourse of any counloon city blocks destroyed 1906 is a subject treated of in th,
demolished,
try in the world. But most of them ago on an attachment issued at the
ten miles square hurtled December number of the Crop Rearea
an
and
It ii a trip of pleasure, comfit%
need attention in order to, make -them instance of his wife. Minnie Winston,
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over.
porter. just out. This is the official'
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him
a
for
divorce
and
aliavailable for transportation under the
Numerous minor shocks, occurring pubrcation of the department of azgood r0•1131. etc. Boats leave eazli
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condition: which prevail today. All mony. The al mony was compro- at
intervals for tetf days, succeeded ricult tire.
will have to be dealt with together. mised by Winston paying over Vino
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first great shock.
The following tobacco ,tatistice for
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For other information apply to its
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der the Bartholdt $5ootan0000 bond
DR. W. C. EUBANKS
paid by the inhabitants of the city. given as follows: „Virginia, $6,031,KANSAS
LEGISLATOR
proposition all sections and interests
Architect and Superintendent.
RETURNS RAILROAD PASS The 'disturbance covered a tract of 545: North Carolina. $6.980.764: Wis(Homeopathist)
would be looked after. the Mississipcountry extending from the Atlantic consin, S6.712.875; Ohio, $8,533,000.
sot Fraternity Building.
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'sear pi valley people would get the lakesTopeka. Kan_ Jan. 18.-J. M. Davis, coast to the Mrississipp: valley, and
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to-the-rzulf channel which they seek,
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front Bourbon county. from Alabama to Lake Michigan.
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Just sample any other perfume in town and then procure
the same odor from us. You'll
say there is a great difference.
'THERE'S A REASON." We
know how to buy perfumes.
We know how to store perfumes. We know how to show
you perfumes. Our knowledge
of these requisites is what enable us to give you perfumes
that have not detonated since

,

SURVEYOR

BEGAN MOVING
WALSH COT
$2,860,418.97 OFFICE YESTERDAY
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NOTABLE EARTHQUAKES AND VOLCANIC ERUPTIONS.

I

C. MANNING SEARS, M.O.
Office 1707 Meyers St.
Telephone 377:

PURYEAR,
The KING OF ALL E. H.
Atturney-at-Law
IRONERS
BOSOM

..........................................
the World's Big eart-nquaketa

WHY?

H.T. Rivers,M. D.

Star Laundry

Excursion Rates on
The Rivet

NOTICE

Nitkest Prices Paid fir Setend-Hand
STOVES AND FURNITURE

e

Clem Fransiola

I

FLOURNOY & REED

6

PADUCAH CENTRAL

CALBEN W. BARIELEY!

I

Excursion

LAWYERS.

S8.00

4

For the Round Trip to
Tennessee river & retur7

0.D. Schmidt

!

••••••••••••••

•

A. S DABNEY
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SALOON LICENSE FIGHT
BEFORE COUNCIL TOMORROW

4'`, 4

44.Vi)

4

•w)

Ai) w)

ut In Half

In emergencies, prompt, exact, 4
••••4•N
OF
careful and intelligent service is cip THERE COMES UP THE APPLICATIONS OF A NUMBER
4 1 44
4
SALOONS IN POROPEN
TO
LJLENSES
WANTING
PEOPLE
PS
imperative.
il)
TIONS OF THE CITY, FROM WHENCE PROTESTS COME
:
Our large patronage proves that
BEING
4,.
GROGSHOPS
FROM CITIZENS OPPOSING THE
we are giving just this kind of sl
*was
ESTABLISHED - PRESIDENT LINDSAY NAMES HIS STANDING COMMITTEES TOMORROW EVENING.
service.
•4
;
pas.•
Whether you order the most *
complicated prescription, a drink ::
A strong lieht will be made on the street Methodist church. Rev. G. W.
of Soda or simply want to buy a I
Ranks, Pastor of this church, and
the*
receive
will
you
tooth brush,
floor of the council tomorrow evening
people of that vicinity. sill apother
:
attenthorough
and
prompt
same
*
when that body meets in semi-month- pear before the council and urge pat
4
tion.
;
ly session and takes up the saloon this license be refused.
I licenses that were held over from the
At !heir meeting the first Monday
Z
meeting the first M onday of this of ths month the council granted
month. These licenses have protests Barney Padgett a license to open a
in against them from people who do saloon at Thirteenth and Clay, and
mit want the council to grant them. Dick Rosental a license to open a
so the parties can open the grogshops saloon on the opposite corner. The
residents of that section protested
at the respective places intended.
Si.
J. P. Overstreet of 9oo North bitterly, hut their complaint was not
protested heeded. The first of last year the
Ikeiteeeiteeeeeett***********f Eghth street is being
agaiust becaure last year Mayor council weeded out the three saloons
Yitiser had to take his ipo6 license on this corner also, by taking away
from him on account of Overstreet the licenses because dissolute aemales am*
violating the "Sunday closing laws" congregated around the places, and
the residents fear if others now come
iMt-Selling liquor on the Sabbath.
4
11E
Denker has an application and open the former disgraceful inAugust
•
Broadway;
undevstood
is
It
cidents
resume.
open a saloon at 104.4
• atro. 42.1 rising:
while Theodore Peters wants to open' the aldermen do not intend granting woe*
1.• iltaltampriga, 3.I falling.
at 1040 Broadway. These buildings the Rosental and Padgett licenses.
'.11Teine of the saloon licenses have ewe*
i)Cincinnati. 6t.9 rising
arse at the place where the Illinois
43.4 rising.
Central railroad tracks cross Broads' ever gotten to the aldermen for con• lishhsonville, 91 falling.
of the councilmnaie action
way at Eleventh street. Last July the 41
Louisville, 35.5 rising.
city count] took the licenses away of granting them. The aldermen are awl!
Mt. Carmel. 22.6 falling.
(ruin :he proprietors along there and unable to pass on the saloon applica1
Nashville. 32.9 rising.
conlpelled them to close the gr0g- tions until the members of OA, board
Tittstrurs. 41.4 _rising.
organget
of
and
their
elect
president
shops ou account of thousands
Wavii Talaint Dtm, missing.
childrhn having to pass several times ized.
St. Innis. Jae rising.
At the first meeting of the (-illicit
each day in going back and forth to
. %It. Vernon. 43.2 rising.
the Washington school btfilding. The Janoary 7. the quart liquor I cense
Paducah. 37.6 rising.
from Dryins- and
little girls have had to with-tand the I was taken as
A
Burnside. 30.3 rising.
Second
North
street
insult ng remarks and suggestions Weil. the
Carthage. 9.1 r1S1111,Z.
made to them by the drunken ruffians whisk rv dealers, because some very
(qr. joseptillasch. engineer of the mho always hang around fronts of disgnsting matter was used ad ertis- .4
ferryboat Bedle Owen, kit yesterday saloons in the residence portion of ing "Desil'• Island Gin" which is
icor Washington, D.. C., where he at- the city. Rev. Calvin I. Thompson manufactured by this firm. One picthe tia6cnagl tunvention•of
tends
of the First Baptist church asked the ture shows a naked man in 1h- pi141.
'4.
e, .
4. "ire engineers ft'sehielt opensr its ancouncil to close the place. :ast Jul) tion, and the council, claiming Dry'• We galheriftis:th•re tomorrow an‘l and it wa- done. Now he appears lus• 8 Wel got out the literature,
remains in •esaithit the balance 'iii this before
to- tiiok away the license. but it is tinagain
council
the
seek. Me. Flasch goes as the repre- morrow night on the same mission, derstoiid that firm sill try to get the
s,.14.• ssataike of the Paducah order of while the applicants will be present council tomorros night to reel insider
tees eiebeginei • and the porbabilitie•
. • i=
to urge the-r claim, for a license to the revocation of the license several If
•baesi ihi n:!1 he eleaed the "bumps-- 1pen.
weeks ago.
----sagetat" for this !section oi the country
\NA other huipiness comes 'before IMMO.
H. Evans wants to open a saH.
for the organization. The duties of loon ?sr 08 North Twelfth street in the council tomorrow evening one
W41101. 11111.111 I WID Large isshaerills honethis agent is to' settle difierences bees were burned. is i•eintinning its laHans budding at Twelfth thing being the appointment by Pre.iNick
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tween engineers and employes, look
POPULAR WANTS.
bors, and it is belieseil ss Hicone
and Trimble streets. which ii directly dent Lindsay of the balance s.f his •
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siderable hope of staccess The ela'
from the Trimble standing ciimmittees.
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We have cut our prices in two and are selling our
Men's and Young Men's Suits and 0vercoats at
half price.

I

i M'PHERSON'SI
I DRUG STORE!

Read and Run to Us

I FOURTH &BROADWAY

•I

('k N -RIVER NEWS
,.-sriotiott.

I

II •

$ 7.50
$10.00
$12.50
$15.00
$20.00

Suits and Overcoats c ut to

Suits and Overcoats cut to

Suits awl Overcoats cut to

Suits and Overcoats cut to
Suits vid Overcoats cut to

$ 3.75
$ 5.00
$ 6.25
$ 7.50
$10.00,

•

YOUR MONEY'S WORTH OR YOUR MONEY BACK
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DLSBERGEWS

323

•

BROADWAY

LEADER
GRANO

323

EIZOADWAY
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TWENTY-AVE
KILLED

WRING ABOUT
NIGHT RIDERS

b-te.

Another One Of Our Special

1.50Books....50c
Book
E.Wilson MusicMan

•

FOR THE BEST'COAL ON THE MARKET
PHONE 264

GENUINE'
TRADEWATER

,04) A

REAL
PITTSBURG

et Kentucky Coal C•
Office and Elevator 2nd & Ohio
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I.
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